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Manager, Apollo Spacecraft Program








This plan contains information for the MSC Mission Evaluation Team
in support of the Apollo 17 prelaunch checkout and the mission. Key per-
sonnel are identified and their responsibilities are defined. The inter-
faces of the Mission Evaluation Team with the launch center during pre-
launch testing, and with the Spacecraft Analysis and Plight Control Teams
during the mission, are also explained. The plan is written in two parts.
The first part defines the Mission Evaluation Team support to the Launch
Center commencing with the subsystem checkout performed on the pad (Test
and Checkout Procedures K-0005 for the CSM and EL-0045 for the lunar mod-
ule). The second part defines the continuous support provided during the
mission to the Spacecraft Analysis Room and, subsequently, to the Mission
Operations Control Room at MSC. The second part will be updated about





PART A - PLAN FOR MSC MISSION EVALUATION TEAM SUPPORT OP
APOLLO 17 FRELAUNCH TESTS CONDUCTED AT KSC
SCOPE
The MSC Mission Evaluation Team will provide support to KSC for all
checkout activities commencing with the start of pad operations (fig-
ure A-1). Three-shift coverage will be provided during all prelaunch
checkout operations.
KSC shall be responsible for determining the existence of a problem
and for requesting assistance. The MSC Mission Evaluation Team will be
responsible for developing and providing the technical solution of the
identified problem, utilizing both contractor and government resources.
ORGANIZATION
The MSC Mission Evaluation Team will operate under the same organi-
zational structure as that used during flight, with the Mission Evaluation
Team Manager (or a designated Team Coordinator) heading a team composed of
several Analysis Managers, each of whom is supported by a NASA/contractor
team. The MSC Mission Evaluation Team organizational elements (given in
part B of this plan) will be in effect during the prelaunch test support
with the following exceptions:
1. The Spacecraft Analysis (SPAN) Room will not be active during
this period.
2. The Mission Evaluation Team, located in building 45, will inter-
face directly with KSC.
The Resident Apollo Spacecraft Program Office (RASPO) at KSC shall
provide required MSC Mission Evaluation Team coordination with KSC and
shall be responsible for maintaining a duplicate set of records of all
activities.
Contractor Engineering support shall be provided through the mission
support rooms located at each prime contractor's facility. Contractor
coordination representatives from the Grumman Aerospace Corporation and
2the North American Rockwell Corporation shall be located in, or be "on
call" to, the Mission Evaluation Room (room 306C, building 45) at MSC.
Theserepresentatives shall be responsible for providing the contractors'
input on all problems.
Entry to Building 45
Building 45 will be open 24 hours a day throughout the mission. How-
ever, building 45 will be locked each day during prelaunch monitoring from
6 p.m. to 7 a.m. Entry during these hours can be gained by using the in-
tercommunications between the mission evaluation room (3060 and the east
rear door ( door closest to building 30). Access will be validated by a
regular Manned Spacecraft Center badge.




	 The Evaluation Team Manager shall be responsible for management of
the problem evaluation activity and ensuring that the best technical
solution is supplied in a timely manner. In addition, he shall keep up-
per management informed of those test problems which are significant.
He shall also issue a list of significant problems as needed.
Team Coordinator
A designated Team Coordinator shall be responsible for monitoring the
KSC voice loops in building 45 and contacting the appropriate Analysis Man-
ager to inform him of any requests. He shall maintain records of action
sheets in building 45 and inform team members of the current test schedule.
He shall also insure that team members, assigned in table A-I, are on
station as required. This includes contractor and NASA team members who
are at KSC for particular tests as defined in table A-I. In addition,
he shall issue copies of records to the contractors and Analysis Managers.
,a
Analysis Manager
Each manager shall be responsible for coordinating and managing ac-
tivities of all assigned NASA and contractor team members in his area of
responsibility. As during the mission support activity, the Analysis






Each team member shall be responsible for the engineering analysis
and evaluation of the problems within the scope of his specialty and
shall report to his respective Analysis Manager.
Contractor
Contractors shall maintain a communications eystem whereby contractor
team members, as delineated in table A-I, may be contacted at any time by
•	 an Analysis Manager. The contractor shall submit inputs to building 45





The communications links to be utilized for prelaunch activities are
described in figure A-2. All official communications between MSC (NASA
and contractor personnel) and KSC are to be documented on forms shown in
figures A-3 through A -6. Initial requests for assistance and final reso-
lution of problems must be made through official channels; however, the
utilization of unofficial communications links is encouraged, and each
Analysis Manager shall interface with his contractor and KSC c:,unterpart
to the degree required to provide the most accurate and timely technical
solutions.
OF
Two-way communication between KSC and building 45 is available on
the command and service module and lunar module troubleshooting channels
at KSC.
Facsimile (Magnafax) facilities will be available in building 45 for
the purpose of transmitting the official request and response forms and
for transmitting other pertinent data.
4Voice communications for Mission Evaluation Room
The following circuits will be available from September 11, 1972,
through launch. (Exceptions are noted in items c and d.)
a. Monitor Circuits:
CSM LM
OIS 212 MSTC CIS 231 Pad Leader
OIS 213 Instr OIS 232 STE
CIS 214 Comm CIS 233 EPS
OIS 215 GO CIS 235 SCS
OIS 216 RCS OIS 236 ACS
CIS 221 Pad Leader OIS 237 ECS
CIS 222 TPE OIS 242 LM STC
OIS 223 EPS CIS 243 Instr
CIS 224 F/C Cryo OIS 244 Comm
CIS 225 SCS CIS 245 GO
OIS 226 SPS CIS 246 Prop
OIS 227 ECS OIS 252 Trouble-shoot
CIS 268 Trouble-shoot
b. Monitor and Talk Circuits:
CIS 268 CSM trouble-shoot
OIS 252 LM trouble-shoot
Apollo Chief Engineer (longline GP58254)
c. From September 11 to T minus 3 hours of the Flight Readiness
i	 TestJ, CIS 212, 221, 222, 268, 242, 231, 232, 252, and Apollo Chief En-
gineer lines will have full-time monitoring capability. The systems cir-
cuits listed will be monitored on four ? additional lines as requested by
the Mission Evaluation Room.
d. From T minus 3 hours of the Flight Readiness Test until the end
of the Flight Readiness Test, from T minus 9 hours of the CDDT until the
end of the Dry CDDT, and from T minus 9 hours to the terminal count until
launch, OIS 212, 222, 242, 232, Flight Director, and Apollo Chief Engineer
lines will be monitored full time. The systems circuits listed will be
monitored on 10 additional lines as requested by the Flight Controllers.
The CSM Comm 214 Launch Conductor circuit will be on one of these lines
during the final part of the count.
'Also after the Flight Readiness Test except as noted in item d.
2Ten additional lines after the Flight Readiness Test.
I

















b. Monitor and Talk Circuits:
Apollo Chief Engineer
MIT Engineering
lThese loops are monitored in building 45 only during the lunar or-
bit portion of the mission.
R. G. Irvin, Analysis Manager EE13 4647 482 2222
A. D. Travis EE7 41136 534 2053
E. E. Lattier EE13 4649 5311 2756
MSPN Communications
C. L. Royston EE7 4436 487 2739
B. G. Myers EE7 4436 944 6142
R. B. Schuck LEC 4905 482 3555
J. Krafta LEC 6108 481 3102
J. C. Logan LEC 6108
P. A. Ahlberg LEC 6108
CSM Communications
M. B. Luse EE13 4647
L. J. Davidson EE13 4647 488 3620
R. J. Easley EE13 4647 877 2018
D. S. Eggers EE3 2555 946 7004
W. Dwinell NR 213-922-1856
K. Gilson NR 213-922-1616
C. Zemenick NR 213-922-4828






TABLE A-I.- MISSION EVALUATION TEAM
Office Office
NAME Code hp one Home phone
D. D. Arabian, Manager	 PT 3937 333 4707
Mission Evaluation Team Coordinators
D. Camp PT7 6161 479 ],953
D. Suiter PT7 6161 479 2436
W. Andrews PT4 4549 488 0597
A. Reubens PT14 2074 488 0053
0. Stafford PT111 2074
R. Gadbois PT14 3645 334 2423
T. Libby PT4 4549 333 3258
T. Grace PT4 4549 482 7967
C. Laubach PT4 11549 946 42o6
D. Hamilton PT14 2074 723 2984
J. Mechelay PT2 5427 337 1938
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7TABLE A-I.- MISSION EVALUATION TEAM - Con^inued
Office Office
Name code phone Hone phone
LM Communications
R.	 H.	 Dietz EB13 4647 531, 3665
D. E. Rhoades EE13 4647 482 3085
D. M. Blackman EE3 2555 1,88 0672
H. D. Cubley EE3 2555 488 2248
L. Ottenberg GAC 516-575-7782
E. Griffin GAC 516-575-9401
Radar
•	 P. Rozaa EE6 3669 433 5153
A. R. Cunningham EE6 2189 488 3912
E. Uttendorfer GAC 516 -575-2949
V. Welch RCA 516-575-2179 (617) 933 3158
R. Mark iiCA 3603 ( 617) 369 5392
V. Pohl. Ryan 7351. (714) 442 3908
S. Boles GAC 516-575-1117
E. Dickerson TRW 9-333-3133 x3201
M. Zutek TRW 9-333-3133 x.3201
VHP Ranging
P. W. Shores EE6 2189 488 1o63
W. C. Panter EE6 2189 941 ?106
Television
0. L. Graham EE2 4191 645 7250
W. E. Perry EE2 4191 471 0696
R. C. Edmiston EE2 4191 643 4030
P. P. Coan EE2 4191 488 1028
T. Devlin LEC 2236 944 9029
•	 J. Stevenson LEC 2336 336 5697
(Liberty)
Crew Communications
R. W. Armstrong EE2 4926 551 6248
W. C. Morgan EE2 4947 877 2119
J. P. Anderson RCA 4057
J. Peltus RCA 4057
R. Black RCA 4057 944 0728
NOTE:	 The TV team will normally be located in building 440 during the
mission with "hot line" telephone connection to telecommunications team
leaders stationed in building 45, room 306C.
r
8TABLE A-I.- MISSION EVALUATION TEAM - Continued
Office Office
Name code hp one Home phone
Lunar Communications Relay Unit
R. L. Sinderson EE16 4507 946 0687
J. D. Miller EE16 4507 471 4390
C. Haddick LEC 3761 944 4462
Lunar Sounder
W. C. Panter, Team Leader EE. 6 2189 488-5907
R. C. Kelly EE6 5561 481-3089






Crew SXstems and Environmental Control System
P. Hurt, Analysis Manager EC13 4823 482 7837
' F. Samonski EC3 2171 334 1869
D. Hughes EC3 5537 488 5569
' W. Guy EC2 2351 482 7318
' Crew Equipment
F. McAllister EC7 4287 333 3590
N. Had,jigeorge GAC 6182
W. Reveley EC7 4278 427 3973
K. Gravois GE 4278 488 4078
" R. Hill GE 4278 333 4705
' Command and Service Module Environmental Control System
H. Rotter EC3 5536 488 6067
' J. Ross NR 213-922-116o
W. Owens NR 213-922-3661
R. Young TBC 5536 334 1022
D. Stevenson TBC 5536 488 2129
Lunar Module Environmental Control System
J. Brady EC3 5536 534 3867
J. Sheehan GAC 516-575-1455
R. Goalwin GAC 516-575-1455
R. Holmes GAC 516-575-1455
D. Browne TBC 5536 944 0853




TABLE A-I.- MISSION EVALUATION TEAM - Continued
Office Office
Name code hp one Home phone
Extravehicular Mobility Unit
J. McBarron EC9 4451 474 4663
M. Carson EC6 377o 946 0319
J. Gibson EC2 2351 944 3385
M. Rouen EM 3771 644 'r407
J. O'Kane EC9 4451 482 7873
A. Gross ILC 2025 591 3057
T. Sanzone HSD 488 -2762 333 2749
Structures and Mechanics
{a P. D. Smith, Analysis Manager ES12 2626 946 1895
Structural Analysis
R. D. Schwartz ES2 4391 643 1986
R. Nieder ES2 4391 643 4889
` S. Weiss ES2 2276 645 2731
G. Sanders ES2 2276 485 1509
R. Lusk NR 213-922-2168
J. Strakosch GAC 516-575-7598
W. Hauck GAC 516-575-1781
Structures and Mechanics
P. J. Hanifin NR 213-922-3768
Recovery/Ordnance
R. B. West ES4 3375 649 0277
C. H. Lowry NR 213-922-3156
Docking/Mechanics
R. D. White ES4 3375 334 2289
K. Bloom NR 213-922-2897
G. E. Campbell NR 213-922-2897
t
^ Thermal Control
L. Palmer, Analysis Manager ES3 5589 334 2918
J. T. Taylor ES3 5589 534 4142
R. Harris ES3 5589 488 4232
R. Brown ES3 3676 944 4622




TABLE A-I.- MISSION EVALUATION TEAM - Continued
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Office	 Office
Name code hp one Home phone
Thermal Control - Continued
J. Orsag 13 3538 482 1501
J. Janney ES3 5589 488 0658
B. G. Hall GE 9-933-11511 x2210 488 03115
V. J. Mark GE 9-933-4511 x2;23 488 3354
G. W. Belshaw GE 9-933-451.1 x2523 1188 5264
IR. F. Walthall GE 9-933-4511 x2523 772 6071
J. Rizzuto GAC 516-575-9481
14. Durcan GAC 516-575-2910
T. B. Mobley TRW 9-333-3133 x2711 488 0203
R. E. Seward TRW 9-333-3133 x2711 673 5445
J. A. Smith ES3 3676 334 3436
M. A. Melgares TRW 9-333-3133 x2711 488 1148
B. B. Welch TRW 9-333-3133 x2381 471 3240
P. C. Merhoff NR 213-922-4991
J. E. Ciawson %BC 80-275 488 5343
R. M. Callahan TBC 80-275 488 6857
C. F. Donham TBC 80-275 471 5424
J. A. Utz TBC 80-275 488 4328
Lunar Experiments
J. Lowery, Analysis Manager	 ED2 3827 482 1155
H. Reinhold Bendix 313-769-7235 x370
W. Tosh Bendix 5067 488 3395
R. Miley Bendix 5067
Propulsion and Power
H. White, Analysis Manager	 EP12 2161 649 6795
CM RCS
Dwayne Weary EA 4971 3311 1181
Jack Capps EP4 4971
L. Jenkins EP4 5371 488 4026
Nelson Lingle EA 5371 488 2659
N. Glavinich NR 213-922-1055























Jim Wood EP2 4571 944 0343.
Don Freeburn EP2 2786 333 2462
John Griffin EP2 5189 481 3984
F. H. Gallanes NR 213-922-1501
vi R. Smith TRW 9-333-3133 x3171 482 3603
M. Glazer TBC 80-605 488 3154
T. Lewin NR 213-922-4864
DPS/APS
John Hooper EP2 2788 471 2685
W. Hammock EP2 14571 482 7757
Eldon Currie EP2 4577 946 1923
John Norris EP2 2788 488 2276
Jann Homerstad TBC 80-604 487 3666
Don Harvey TRW 9-333-3133 x6542 670 1086
Dan Pearce GAC 516-575-1193
J. Salek GAC 516-575-1661
T. Ervolina GAC 516-575-1661
d
Fuel Cells/Cryo
S. Owens EP5 3286 544 3011
D. Bell EP5 3286 333 2340
F. Plauche EP5 3286 474 2660
D. Hydrick EP5 3286 487 2591
H. McBryar EP5 3286 534 5246
W. Chandler EP5 4771 534 3118
R. Rice EP5 4771 481 0043
R. Allgeier EP5 4771 333 4627
- W. Simon EP5 4771 333 3508
J. Smithson EP5 4771 482 7604
J. Williams NR 213-922-3683
C. Bouman NR 213-922-1160
R. Fritz P&W 333•..2162
R. Reysa TBC 80-605 488 2841
W. Patterson TBC 80-605 333 4776




TABLE A-I.- MISSION EVALUATION TEAM - Continued
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Office Office
Name code hp one Home phone
LM & CSM Battery
B. Bragg EP5 5361 337 2777
B. Trout EP5 5361 944 2959
J. Briley EP5 5361 946 8263
J. L. Cioni EP5 5361 534 4783
H. Horii NR 213-922-3441
C. Keenan GAC 516-575-1240
S. Feinberg GAC 516-575-1115
Pyrotechnics
W. Simmons EPh 5371 649 2558
R. Robinson EP4 5371 487 1656
C. Keenan GAC 516-575-1240
Electrical Systems
R. Munford, Analysis Manager	 EB3 5814
G. Johnson EB3 3171 554 3937
L. White EB3 3173 644 3585
B. Hendrix EB3 3173 482 7043
W. Stagg EB3 2497 481 3086
S. Feinberg CAC 516-575-1115
H. Graber GAC 516-575-1115
J. Kerekes NR 213-922-4922
R. Thomas NR 213-922-4921
H. Horii NR 213-922-3441
C. Perkins NR 213-922-2238
C. Keenan GAC 516-575-1240
Instrumentation
E. Tied.t EB8 3073 488 2679
R. Krimsier GAC 516-575-1661
D. O'Brien EB8 3071 946 3570
R. Wies GAC 516-575-9629
R. B1eck NR 213-922-1135




TABLE A-I.- MISSION EVALUATION TEAM - Continued
Office Office
Name code hone Home phone
Control and Displays
A. Olsen EB3 3171 334-3270
A. Campos EB3 2497 334 1395
J. Alexander EB8 3466 488 3650
A. Farkas EB8 2848 472 2862
H. Horii NR 213-922-3441
R. Lavey NR 213-922-4912
J. Dannenhoffer GAO 516-575-1117
Guidance and Control
C. Finch, Analysis Manager EG7 3991 944 6133
R. Wilson EG8 4535 488 4139
G. Silver MIT 4807
G. Wachholz Delco 4395
D. Rue TRW 9-333-3133 x2651 333 2583
A. Sohler NR 213-922-3232
D. Anderson GAC 516-575-1535F
SCS
0. Littleton EG8 4535 944 3244
tionGuidance and. Naviga
M. Holley EG14 2391 877 3355
S. Snipes EG8 4535 444 6618
R. Parker EG8 4535 333 2253
Abort Guidance System
P. Kurten EG8 4535 334 1961
Flight Crew Support
(Spacecraft Stowage and Photo Equipment)
H. Kuehnel, Analysis Manager	 CD4 3709 474 3358
C. Perner CD12 4171 482 7079
G. Franklin CD12 4171 334 2853
K. E. Shaw, Jr. NR 372-2151
CSM & LM Experiments
R. Lanier FC8 2468 534 6246
L. Leopold EE3 2128 649 8015
14
I




R. Battey, Analysis Manager 	 PD	 4811





R. L. Giesecke, Analysis Manager ED 3811 585 5489
G. Pels ED 3811 333 2701
R. Fenner ED 3811 481 2164
B. Mollberg EB8 2846 332 3626
E. Walters EE6 5561 474 5074
L. McPadin EB8 2846 488 3867
R. T. Walter EB8 3466 334 2754
Support personnel not assigned to Team:
North American Rockwell
Mission/Trajectory - B. C. Johnson (Mgr.)213-922-4223
Performance/Procedure - J. Potts 	 213-922-1621
Consumables/Power - R. Schaefer	 213-922-4974
Experiments - D. Patterson	 213-922-1956
Reliability - J. Stungis	 213-922-5354
Systems Integration - E. E. Dale	 21?-922-4425
Integrated C/O Proc. - P. Hitz	 21.3-922-3639
P. Hirahara	 213-922-2210
Room Captsin - E. Jiblits	 213-922-3777
The North American Rockwell point of contact for prelaunch support dur-
ing normal and off-duty hours is P. M. Patterson (office phone 333-2030,
home phone 333-3572), or the Mission Support Room at Downey. Contact of
North American Rockwell personnel and command and service module vendor
personnel if P. Patterson is not available and the Mission Support Room
at Downey is not in operation is limited to the following personnel.
G. Jeffs	 213-922-2415	 (213)862 7238
G. Merrick	 213-922-2951	 (213)379 4852
E. Smith	 213-922-3425	 (213 397 7048




TABLE A-I.- MISSION EVALUATION TRAM - Concludel
Name
Grumman Corporation Office Phone	 Home Phone
Mass Properties - Fred Hyatt 516-575-1475
Materials - George Young 57.6-575-7700
George Hendry 516-575-7782
Mission Analysis and
simulation - Rudy Schindwolf 516-575-2704
Reliability - Don Smith 516-575-2011_
Mission Support - Ray Pratt 516-575-1361
t Joe Pruden 516-575-9933
Vehicle Design - Bud Phillips 516-575-6183
I and Integration - Phil Thorjusen 516-575-2410
Comments
The GAC Houston point of contact is R. Monscko, x4667; therefore, he
should be consulted during normal working hours if prelaunch support is
required.
The Bethpage Mission Support Room (MSR-B) is always manned during
normal working hours. 	 If R. Monscko is unavailable, then the following




During off nominal hours, when the MSR-B is not manned, contact is
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PART B - PLAN FOR CONTINUOUS MISSION SUPPORT OF APOLLO 17
BY THE MSC MISSION EVALUATION T1:AM
SCOPE
During the mission, the NASA and contractor engineering and system
specialists on the third floor of building 115 will provide continuous
(24 -hour) real-time support to the Spacecraft Analysis (SPAN) Room in
building 30, and subsequently, to the Mission Operations Control Room
(MOCK). Operations will commence at T minus 9 hours in the countdown.
The MSC Mission Evaluation Team will be responsible for responding
to all queries made through the SPAN system and providing resolution of
inflight problems. Further, this group is responsible for the evaluation
and analysis ,of all flight data, the resolutions of all problems, and as-
sisting in preparation of all postflight reports which are the responsi-
bility of the building 45 support teams.
ORGANIZATION
The technical support to be provided by NASA and contractor person-
nel in building 45 has been integrated and grouped into several teams
supervised by Analysis Managers assigned from MSC. Table B-I contains
a listing of the teams, Analysis Managers, and supporting personnel.
The Mission Evaluation Team organization is defined as follows.
EVALUATION TEAM ME-MBER DUTIES
Evaluation Team Manager
The Evaluation Team Manager is responsible to the Apollo Program
Manager for the overall planning, direction, and coordination of all
mission support activities in building 45. The Team Manager is also
responsible for the postflight evaluation activities. In addition, he





The Deputy Manager assists the Team Manager, and in his absence,
assumes all the Team Manager's duties and responsibilities.
Shift Manager
Each Shift Manager is responsible to the Team Manager for the di-
rection of the Mission Evaluation Team during the specific shift to
which he is assigned.
Assistant Manager
The Assistant Manager for each shift assists the Shift Manager in
carrying out his responsibilities.
Data Manager
The Data Manager for each shift is responsible to the Team Manager
for all data processing, handling, and distribution of hard-copy data
supplied to the system specialists.
Contractor Senior Representative (NR/GAC/Bendix)
The Contractor Senior Representatives are responsible to the Team
Manager for the effective utilization of all contractor resources.
Contractor Data Coordinator (NR/GAC)
The Contractor Data Coordinators are responsible to the applicable
Contractor Senior Representative and Team Manager for the coordination
of data exchange with the contractor facility.
Engineering and Development Directorate Senior Representative
The senior representatives of the MSC Engineering and Development
Directorate are responsible to the Team Manager for the effective utili-
zation of the resources of their directorate.
25
Analysis Managers
The Analysis Managers are responsible to the Team Manager for di-
recting and coordinating the mission evaluation activities of their re-
spective teams.
BUILDING 45 INTERFACES
The Mission Evaluation Management Team (table B-II) will interface
with the SPAN Management Team (table B-III) and with the Contractor Team
in the Mission Support Rooms at the Grumman Aerospace Corporation (Beth-
page, New York) and at the North American Rockwell Corporation (Downey,
Ca7,ifornia). The primary points of contact between building 45 and the
SPAN Room are the Evaluation Team Manager and the SPAN Operations Man-
ager, respectively. The SPAN/Mission Evaluation Request forms (figs. B-1
through B-5) shall be the official coordinating documents for action re-
quests and responses between building 45 and Spacecraft Analysis Room
mission monitoring personnel. Exchange of data between the building 45
activity and a contractor's facility is the responsibility of the appro-
priate Contractor Data Coordinator.
DATA
d	 General
The data available to the systems analysis personnel operating in
the Mission Evaluation Room (fig. B -6) are essentially those which are
available to the flight •ontrol organization in the Mission Control Cen-
ter. Typically, these data include the telemetry and voice information
received by the Mission Control Center from the Manned Space Flight Net-
' work and Goddard Space Flight Center. The GOSS-conference loop and other
voice channels are alsc linked to building 45. Tables B-IV and B-V sum-
marize by measurement the telemetry data available to the Mission Evalu-




Eleven television channels, four selectable and seven fixed, are
available for viewing real-time data formats on 17 monitors located in
the Mission Evaluation Room and support rooms in building 45. The Data
Manager will select, in coordination with the Team Manager and Senior
Engineering and Development Representative, the data formats on the four
selectable channels and those switched to each video monitor.
I26
The television channels referred to as fixed channels are reserved
for constant display of the following systems;
a. Guidance and navigation
b. Electrical power and batteries
c. Propulsion
d. Environmental control
e. Thermal control/scientific instrument module experiments
f. Communications.
These channels are slaved to and controlled by the Mission Control
Center and will not be used for call-up of special data. During periods
of LM inactivity, the fixed LM channels are switched to CSM formats. Dur-
ing the period of scientific instrument module experiments operation, the
thermal control television channel (line) is shared with the scientific
instrument module experiments personnel.
Polaroid camera facilities will be available when hard copy of data
formats are needed quickly. Error codes used on the data formats are
shown in table B VI.
Telegraphic Data
The telegraph summaries are tabular form printouts (summary message
enable keyboard rebroadcasts) and will be available throughout the mis- 	 i
sion. Preliminary copies of the various formats have been distributed,
and cardboard overlays will be available prior to the mission for refer-
ence by the various system personnel assigned to the Mission Evaluation
Room. The data will be sorted and delivered to the appropriate system
groups (table B-VII). Prior to the mission, each Analysis Manager should
inform the Data Manager of any changes in his requirements for summary
message delivery. Essentially, the printed data will be delivered within
minutes of its reception from the Manned Space Flight Network.
i
Recorded Data
The primary source of recorded data for near real-time mission sup-
port and postflight evaluation will be THRIFT (System Telemetry History
Report in Formatted Tabulations). THRIFT will be printed out every 4




y	 (room 345, bldg. 45). System data reduced from range tapes will be avail-
able after the mission as required to support the evaluation of specific
anomalies. Standard tab groups are defined in tables B-IV and B-V, up-
dates for which will be issued 30 days before the mission.
Apollo lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP) data in the form
of high-speed printer tabulations will bA delivered directly from build-
ing 30 to the Mission Evaluation Team by messenger. Special requests for
other experiments data will be submitted to the Data Manager.
Documentation
The Data Library has on file all available documentation for Apollo 17.
Personnel are on duty continuously during the mission and during normal
working hours for the evaluation period.
MISSION EVALUATION REVIEW REQUIREMENTS
The following reviews are conducted for each mission:
a. Mission Evaluation Team Manager premission briefing for Analysis
Managers
b. Flight crew technical debriefing report review by Analysis Man-
agers
c. Flight crew systems debriefing to technical specialists
d. Mission Evaluation Team Manager summary review with Analysis
	 i
Managers
e. Apollo Program Manager review of mission report.
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
Access to the third floor of building 45 will be restricted during
the Apollo 17 mission. All personnel requiring access on a continuing
basis will be budged. The budging identification will be as follows:
a. Mission Control Center green badges with names printed thereon
authorize access to the third floor of building 45 and room 306C.
b. Building 45 third floor access badges (black on white) with
black numeral 17 authorize access to the third floor of building 45.
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The third floor of building 45 will be controlled by a security guard
stationed at the elevators. The third-floor stairway doors will be locked
during the mission. At the request of the Analysis Managers, the Team Man-
ager or his designee will arrange with the guard for access of technical
specialists as the need for their support arises. The Analysis Managers
are responsible to the Mission Evaluation Team Manager to insure that the
total number of personnel is held to a minimum to avoid an overcrowded and
noisy condition.
MISSION EVALUAT= ROOM FACILITY ASSIGNMENTS
Specific seating assignments for the Mission Evaluation Team are
defined in figure B-6. Room assignments and telephone numbers are de-
fined in figure B -7.
Mission Report Requirements and Responsibilities
The Apollo 17 mission reporting requirements are defined in Apollo
Program Directive no. 19C.
A summary of the reports to be generated by the Mission Evaluation
Team is as follows:
"
	
	 Building 45 status reports.- A status report keyed to significant
flight events and approximately every 2 hours during the mission.
jAnalysis of propulsion system major firings.- A verbal report to
the Mission Evaluation Team Manager and input to the 2-hour status re-
port. Propulsion analysis personnel will be provided with real-time or
near-real-time high-bit-rate data for assessment of propulsion system
firings. Special procedures are also being implemented for the timely
assessment of these data.
Daily Mission Reports.- A description of the events of the preceding
24-hour period, including mission progress, accomplishments, systems per-
formance, failures, and anomalies.
Five-Day Mission Report.- An abbreviated "quick look" description of
the mission, including primary mission and test objectives accomplished,
as well as significant failures and anomalies.
Thirty-Day Failure and Anomalies Listing Report.- A complete report
describing all significant failures and anomalies, including time of oc-
currence, mode or cause, and results of failure analysis; and, in addition,
the failure/anomaly criticality, subsequent mission impact/constraint,
testing r_quired to support corrective action, and final resolution.
a	 ^
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Final Mission Resort,- A complete and detailed report covering all
mission aspects from launch through recovery. (Publication date is
90 days after end of mission.) Significant topics covered are;
a. Spacecraft configuration, trajectory, and sequential events
b. Spacecraft, systems, and equipment performance
c. Assessment of mission objectives
d. Recovery operation
e. Failure and anomaly analysis/resolution
f. Scientific experiments
g. Crew ' s report of the mission.
MISSION REPORT SCHEDULES AND PROCEDURES
The schedule of reporting for the Apollo 17 mission is shown in fig-
ure B -8. This schedule indicates when each portion of the report is to
be submitted by the Analysis Managers to the Test Division (PT2) as well
as the anticipated publication date of each report. The flow of the in-
dividual report inputs within the Test Division is shown in figure B-9.
As sections are drafted by the Analysis Managers, each section ( or sub-
section) will be delivered to the Branch Secretary, PT2, who will log the
submission and reproduce a record copy for incorporation into a loose-leaf
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Engineering and Development Directorate
R. Burt, E and D Senior Representative
L. Chauvin
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P. D. Smith, Analysis Manager
Thermal Control
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Concluded
Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments
J. Lowery, Analysis Manager
Plight Crew Support/Spacecraft Stowage and Photo Equipment




E. D. Murrah, Analysis Manager
SIM Bay Experiments
R. Giesecke, Analysis Manager
R. Penner
Lunar Roving Vehicle
R. Battey, Analysis Manager
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.Low Hi gh: 1 4 -1 STOTSP
G°]°tl
_4P 1 = 20 Z]J 3J`^JJ9 1 .Y L ]F-P i±:R L1Jt
w542T ^A mir. ° nF.. 22 L A15 1 .1' .L 2 S:A ,?-L kffII 6L3
-'543T -^ M? 3 2F '25 z p 1:OA'': i -1 1 22G L?-L :LCi
=71V AC FL5 VCLY V = 125 10'2J) i .211 1 ZO 21C 1F-4 1,01 4k.
X 1 155F AC EM FBB4 12 3°0 420 101IDrq 1 .2 1 90 It 4 ` ?
XOZ01V .AT 1 VOLT. yX 20 -3 1:11+101 1 .5 1 ya 21A L?-2
X02O2J a1T ': VOL= VBC: 2,] 4J 1JLti01. 1 .5 t 50 2IA 12-2 tOJt 4,%,- 
Ti.)'e,iv MT 3 VOLT va a 4o 1a211ot 1 ,5 1 J
_IA L	 2 1J11 1 ,, J2.
xold v ?AT - volu vx I LO 1J15tn i 5 1 vo er' e,l
_
x2235V FAT : WLT vx 0 4, 10LM?( 1 5 1 I, 2^_a. LP-3 1.011 4JO
xo2*, XT L VOLT. VS 0 40 01J111 L 2
.5 1 TO 211, L 3 LWl .Jva
,. -MV .1-B !ATVCLT YPC ] L0 LD1O3I 1 .5 1 7 3 IDJt 40: -
X0301V CCF. Egg VOLT VX 0 40 m310611 L I L 1 TO c11, L=-4 i,`1 4
X03^ " 111_5 vow VX O 40 1035SB 1 1 0 21C - L--,, L^.]1 4p
X12110 a21CIlj ALL 0 CJ lll'e41a1 - _ I 1 2? Lr 1t)]1 1
X12020 1AT 2 CIZ ALI? 0 60 1J3 "+^ 1 L 1 1 7 21 -2 *001 "Pa4
X3203C SAT 3 cm AH? O 60 DLNO 1 L 1 1 ;0 ZIA LP 2 Cot
C.LJ4C MT 4 CM AMP ' 0 60 l0k'G9 1 1 1 3 21A ..F I- .rt 4111.
X12050 61T 5 CDR AMP 0 LJ 1013101 1 1 L 1 ._ 211E Lr : I,	 )I. 4v
X12MC 6117 6 C4i AMP. 0 IcJ 1n2;.61 i 1 1 1 70 21B U— t:',.1 403': .
X120]0 LM PAT CUT. AIT 0 63 132203P 1 I 1 1 iO 21B 10111 4t)4
X436LX 1sT 1 H= TAF ) r 06 103509eA 41 50
X4362X '?AT 1 boa TAP ] F 01
MI,36T EAT, e M TAP FF 01L m3509RF L, =-1 LCQI 11cJ)
2 M = L+3FL'S 0:( 103509E 4L 5a Ir 1 1001
BAT 3 a TAP ^ 5 10m5D L1 5] a IL L L '4zo,
L
2AT
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Approx. Loading sample rates S/S SnTWXry uhslantl chart Ph15X Thrift.




LaW Hi91i y 5 10..35) STD SP
CC436ry. TAT 4 	 TAP GFS' 01 1356)3S. '.L_..! .L.1
04'6Yv A7 4 3 ,; TAP OFF 01: 03509. 41 =: 1
r :26, 'C SAT 5 P/U CBS 0t OT 103'6,2{ 41 51, L 1
W,YMI NT 6 1:0AR CGS . Ur 0:1 1034] •'6 41 50 LE-1
04371% p 1:161 BE OFF oil tJ +^ Ys 41 S) LE-1
GC4 .7x +AT 6 _/U BE OP: oa 103)]935 41 ,C -_
li;xj6ly ' PAT 1 1'AL ALG I56 '1034100Ii. 41 jl LS-L 1. n1 4;.»
1299631 Ara 2"va1:63L ABC FSS. 10341w) 41 50 IIE-1 Tj)I Lc:A..
CCTffiS°. W, 3/LZ BAG AFC: 1SS 1]3990-. - 41 50 LE-1 1JJ1 4?0j..
X xti4U FAx L IAL ABC 05 1Jt41DoE 41 S0 *c. -1 10J1 40:::,
WI? W ME 5IBL AM ME 10311`OD 41 :9 L L 30,1 Wu)
,T9 oU 3:T 61AL ALS 1 S 1034Voc 1 L -1 "I'll 4O:!1
G?a5WF DEC ITS TKI R'm 351A 0 60 1N-9069 1 .2 .2 1 T) ZZD LF-d 091 4113
M1,564n FuI 02 !EE i +gss PS U 3031 1047037: 1 i 70 22D L2-@. LIN
F3053L SUIT FAG 1 FA T IIO iZ5 1DxrMajl 42 50 LF-1 12Ji 4101
7104X SUIT VAT' 21AL 1(0 4^1 1	 7O93G L2 32 LE-1 1001 L1o1
C?1201X Ctt4 SUPT Di6C FLPX DLSD IImq,,,`d 42 53.)=-1 b]1 41OD
F1202Y 1 SUS] DISC FLOW.. D-	 C 100:093u 42 -'- 1VL LLV'
UM, = SUIT ALE CLSD Im CL-,D. IOOT09 42 5] ]-1 M51
CTSD
F121FX SUIT SL on! :!]I C231 1007J ,)^E 4a 5O 1:-1 1051
OFN
F1211X S= DIV EWZtS om EF 1007096â 42 11 L'-I le]I LLM
CA4
F323M C551D 162 CISD LoT cCsr 10050935 L2 50 L_-1 1051
=2
F^ CAM AST Ci3t - 5 0tl! 10o5391- 42 J, L==-1
CP1241X SEC cm SEL ESI SEC 1001095' 42 5O L:-1 1001 LM
F1231T SUIT 'PCHF q, 20	 - MO 10-5005 1 -1 I 1 L. 70 22A LF-5 taJI Yiv<'^^ t
Z3.3011 SUM yS$E	 - 3tA D 10 1	 Ea09;O 1 "1 1 1 n`^1 /v ed ^. i 1 M1 4100	
I.
F1721P CO2 ESE =0 i.20, 0 3D 1005037 1 .1 .1 1 1 79	 ^ .ve LV I	 L L130	
:I
CF16)1^. CASIIi T-'? 20 320 1*,Wo 1 .1 .1 1 1
\
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Low High 1 1 4 5 10 30 STD' SP
GGL52 - LOS OM 6c CA maw 45 50 LE-2 4435
Gaawiv I PIER on IN IN WE e. 5 +2.5 5101058 1 .2 .2. 1 50 ' 31h LP-18 4455
GSCGIV S PIPA CUT IS PH Vffi5 -2.5 +2.5 5101057. 1 .2 .2 1 10 31A 't2-10 1455
GG20417 Z SIFA OM In M
	 IVIM
-2.5 +2.5 5101059 1 .2 .2 ! 10 31A LP-18 .4455
GC2107V 59110. CAN i11 Oil VRIS 3 +3 12OLOL7 10 1 3 5 50 31A LP-l8 .4460
GGP112v IN MINE OUI S1G WZ -20 +20 1102099 1 1 1. 1 10 318 L-9 .4460
GG2113V 10 HSVR CM COS VRPS -20 +20 1102067 1 L 1 1 10 'am A3
LF-19 4460
002137V NO sv0 _9.0. M PH HIS 3 +3 1201019 10 1 3 5' 50 31A A3
LP-18446o
GG2142V HG Mr. OW SIN SEES -20 +20 1102034 1 1 1 1 10 31H LO-3
LP-19 4460
- Mu-LHF HG Sun ail COs RM -ZO +20 S CZm_ i 1 1. ! L
.313. LO-3
LP-19 4460.
G52167V as Svc am IN M V3Ss. 3 13 1201030 10 1 3 5 50 . 311 LO-3LP-18 4460
o,mrI V ON P9VH or. SIN FISH -20 +20 UO3067 1 1 1. 1 10 313 W_3g 4460
GM173V On NOW OW COS MOO -20 +20 1017101 1 1 1 ! L am 1 3
LP-19 4460
GG2219V PIICH COO AIC Our IEGS -20 +20 1.114068. 4 2 3 '5 IN 310 IG-1
Li 20 4420
CG2249V YAN CDC me Our DEW -20. 40 3102100 4 2 '3' 5 10 am 50-21 1: 4420LamAO
G02279V HOLE COV SAC OUT NEW -20 20 1103066 4 2 3.' .5 10 70 : 310 LO-1.2:L22a 4420
GG230ar MIA 7314? 0P 120. 140 1032101. 1 .1 1 1 7:1 23A 29C 127 ll37 4450
a63364V HR EsH? SIN VRNS 22 22 `194065 1 1 1 _ 10.. 31O LP-20
W-3 4476
GG3305V RR SIG4 COS uPls 22 '22 1102035 1 1 1 1 10 31C LP-20
M3324V` HR'me11 GIN FEKS -22 +22 1102036: 1 1 1 1 10 31C NMI
- u-3 .4470'
GG3325V He MUN COS 3HM 22 +22 1103035 1 1 1. 1 10 310 LP 20
W-3 4470
Ge90oix LGC WasiMG AM MS 100309811 45: 51' W-3
L7GG90..2' C: Ise	 VIONGW AM Has 1ao3099G 45 51 LE-2 45o
GHI204x am wr NO YES 1037090,. 44	 : 50 III-1 4316.LE-2
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Low High t r. T -, 31 STP. SP
`f!
OHL2M AUTO OFT
_ NO YES 103701^5 44' U-2 12 l	 ' 0
r	 .: GH1237! AIG .W-. L0 'In 104705tH U T li-2 1 :1 4351.
-ui24pt' S Slqv, Cf01 VLC -Lo t0 U01065 1 1. 1 1 to 43 3zA LP-21 4340
^!1@41V 2 ' ANS CID VW. -10 " .10 8_02033 1 1 - 1 W - 43 32.1 21 '.
lyl;a
312127 zTRANS CIM VIC. -10 10 :.. 2303033
-
1 . ,1 1 Lo
- 43 32A LP-21 434,
G124W YAW` 10 noon: -4A VIC -13 13 6403 101 4 1 1 1 1 '1 32— W-1 123 4343
@I1243V mOH W SIIF,, Saa VW - -1; '..3 1040101 4	 - -	 . 1 1 i 71 32A W-1 1123
LP-21 4340
=Lmr ROLL W 110' i Pa9 VOC -la 13 L 1i .Wl, 1 - 1 71 32A W-1 123
	 : 4340
P-21
GH126at A-3 ON OFF ON 5ID1o24H 44 50 -2 LJlll
-2 4111
3H125-X XRT^ STAGR no Y°S S1olo2L0 A 50 -2 1CJ1 4331
'
1H2e6C JIG FIR smaz LO YH.S 10370Ot!F A 5o -2 1123 4330
I 4113012C 03 ON O:F ON 20240981 Jr 50 -2 1125 4331
1 l2
J
Gi1311V a0 TILRWT OVER R]T 0 b 1135005 71 323 W-e .323
LF-22 4325
r.
F1313V FITCH Got Pea "is -17 +17 1006101 i L 1 1 1 71 321' 70-2 1001
LP-22 Iy20




H1323F H ztm PALL llo ks 9o9:F i i4 50 Z-2
	 - 1001 4320
>	 - ,{ - @[1334'[ R i'N1 FALL No YES 10290932 1 44 5C —,2 _1001 4320
11 MIL331V AVM TL^R= CID VLC 0 12 Lo4EO69 1 1 L 1 1 71 328 W-2 1123 4325
@113481 OF ARH I9 YID m47093 1 44.. Re m-2 n 3 4325	 .J ^ _
T




Q1419'V Jm4H OVfPHL' OFF Orr 20ID09N 10. 43 W-1,2_+
W
a	 > LF-3 4345
@14mr JOMF owe OFF all 201o4C'. 1A 43 10-1.2
12%-3 4315
• ` C1t1421V J1ta4a Ouz- T OFF ON 12030496 43 W-1,2
W-0
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Number Title Unit range number number plots d format 10Gsetup
no,
nD.
Law Nigh- i . 5 m 3a ISTU SP







Ge1423V ODD OUTiW ODD 01; 12Qioa9D 101 43 '. M-1,2
m-5
L3-3 4x45
GH14e4V J911?.,1 ourDM a- W 12o1012C - 43 LO-L,2
LG-5
lE-3 4345
9111425V JIG3R OODM Or 0I: UU1046D 43 IA-1,2
LO-4
L^-3 4-1,5
G14261 arvO wriErr a 0Y, 12p1W3=. 10 43 IA-1,2.
W-5
.,,.	 3 4345





G142Ev - J612'. owr—f Ja? CG 12.IDnl 43 111-1,2 L345.
W-4L-3
G1429V ag2L o0T1UT 022 0:1 120101 43 1/1-1,2
W-5
W-2 4345
GH143ov J6ll11 oUTPUZ o:T GIi 120100115 19 '43 A-1,2
W-4
L-2 45
THL431V JD31Ib OVHRT 02 011 120100SH 10 43 W-1,2
mu-5
L-2 4:455
GHV132V MW OWPUD OFF OG 12010460 43 W-1.2
10-0 11345
O1433v .. SUDSGt a0S D^ Oil 12a1deWi 43 W-1,2
L E-3 Li45
W-5
G1L55V YV A= E7M. DEG -12. +12°. 1102068 4 2 3 5 10 ^t. 32C LO_1
L2-23 1123 4340
cacti 21Gpcn A1T
	 - MG 12 +12 S101100 4' 2 3 5 30 71 32C LO-1.
- L?-23 11..3 43.,0
GI[14y'^.' RO1L 1.10 E =a Ug 12 LM_066 4 2 . 3 5'. 10 71	 .. 32C W-1 -L2-23 1123 4340.
G LGIV DG& IV g V_ Mal 25 +25' 1103034: 10 3 - 5 5 lo: r Z 32C 10-112
sec 1r)-115
La-2I,. Lie's 4340
Gi462v RGL ?110Y :AT
-DEG -25 .25 111 034 U1' 3.. 5 5 10 71 32G W -1,2
W-4,5





















Approx. Loading sample rates S/S TW% tabs and ohart
RMSK
MSK Thrift
Nnmher Title Unit range number number plots record .formal Set,
.. _-
setup no: nbno.
4ow Hi91P 1 4	 7
_
5 to 30 STD' bf
OEz463v ECA ROLL ?A= .icy -25 -25 1205034 10 3 5 10 71 320 L0-1,.EEO ' w-4,;
L?-23 1123 4340
uFlectsY H14E D3a SL NAR HIDE 10, 7099E 1 44 50 W-1
18-3 .1139 4316
a,OtEE X Am SW Z A6 10?90930 1 44 50 LO-1,.
LE-3 1123 432;
ci1162EI ROLL FLeâ/OLT OUT IN 101309%! 1 44 50 G-3 1123 4315
GID.629X :?[xCH 1150/9LR OLT B1 103309Ei 1 44 50 IE-3 1123 4315
6:16301[ YAW INSD/D*A OUT IN 1033099- 44 50 ` Le-3 1123 4315
Ott1641x Am HOLE Awc, 0z 011 3037D9E1 1 44 50 . SE-3 1123
G61CS2X Am SYIDE = HOLD OFF On 10370992 L 44 50 LE-3 1123
GE1643 r: pAus moug ANN, 07 .Olt 10370982 1 44 59 M-3 4123 4425
m1644X n'Lt3 YEE ATT HUD OFF ON 10370730 1 44 50 I2-3 2123 4425
GH2493X XINANE OMRIM oil 0-- 104709Ea 44 5D L-3 4330
S41896X UN AL CM p0 13 10370960 1 44 50 L-3 _ 4316
G133D1T Am =OS OF 20 200 1018005 1 .2 .2. 1 71 23A LF-9 4310
G13=C5X A6 'Wall O F ON 10330942 45 50 4215
c13306X Am 5Tar Or 012 1035093'1 45 50 4315
ULD30a FoReAT I0. HM LEE 1 1 1 1 1F-24
GL04M WC TAIL SEIM- US YES IM909PA 46 50 MA 1001 4006
CLC401V CAL 65 xa VIM 0 5 1103033 1 4 .1 1 20 70 24A LF-ll IML 4006
TX-24
GLM402V CAL 15 iCE VIC. o 5 Iao3o99 1 -I :1 1 10 70. She I.P.10 1001 4006
LF-24
422V we FAIL Li1CT 2 ITS 0 5 1U+4101 1 .2 I 2N LF-10 t00L. 4006
GCc423V D2c FAIL la 3 IDC. 0 5 1023037 1 .2 1 244, IE-10 1001 4006
GW02f% CEO AS aU FAIL YS NO 1009095H 46 51 LE-4 4310
GIAm7X ME US 1312 FAIL YES In =90990. 1,6 51 1-4 4310
GIAME( Am AT FAIL YES no 46 51 LY-4 43111
GW047X EYE MOMENT CAUr	 _ = So IMgDg4C 46 51 L:-4 I'm 4009
e4054X C 9 RA PAIL YES SO IDD9096S 70 46 51 Lll	 . 1001 ll
1





p PP me Loading sam Ic rates 5 Sp	 / labs and chart MSK Thri(L






L.. Highl 1 4 5 111 32 570 SP
GV1a5TL wsrso AtA24 ON Y j va :SOD	 SD 1 70 46 51 M-L 1001 -4310
GIP2751 Me CASK Si6D SEW'/EZA 1V. '_ °E 200. 500 1047005 1 .1 -1 1 70 24A LP-10 1001 4002(GLE4aru
2:5000.0 Wal GEAR DEMot No zm I	 5o EH 1 1 i L 46 5, L-4 1001
G:1752 . In ?ANGS EAD 110 YS. 1OG2099M 46 51 L-4 4430
2.755! ER ML PAD. SO Ms 10020950 46 51 L-:-4 4475
ON75631 Le Ali Pa°?/ECA 1*. 2 _200 200 1043005 71 24A LP-10 U37 4480(GL540M
GN7621K RR 20 1TACK 101: imr. loomgB - 1 1 1 46 51 Its-4 1137 4465
OI7723, ME,;,. rM. °? _200 +200 _009205 1 .1 .1 1 71 24A LP-10 U37 4470
03]001? AM E3'1 Mess MIA 0 4000 "-ID40037 1 .2 2 - 1 71 25A iu-n II 3 4210
GcU - AM elE 2 MESS MIA 0 400E IW5037 1 .2 .2 1' 1 71 25A LP-11 1123 4210
GICKIIB? Am es.  use -Es S MIA.. O 30D 1019037 1 .2 .2 1 71 25A: L?-ll 1123 4210
GMO25P AM HE REG MM.S MIA o 300. 1010069 1 .2 .2 1 1 71 25A LP-I1 1123. 4210
031041E a 11@ FE See p 1 MLA 0 4000 a=68 1 .1 .1 1 71 252 L2-12 1125 4210
GAoI2P P Am _: SOPp 2 MIA 0 4000 1103065 i .1 .1 1 7_ 253 L?-12 1125 42W
GM3187.. AM FE i CLSD D_4l emu 10492991[ 1 47 50 =-4 1123 4800
G1032= AM HE 2 CMD 041 CMD ] gDg9G 1 47 50 LS-4 1123 4210
GN7IM AR; IL.L 210E 20 Me 1030069 1 .1 1 71 25B LF-10 1125 4230
GM908K A.M PIEL Aw Go?4 AYn' lo293o0 47 " 50 M ll 3 4210
G-a AM Ox c-+L 20 Leo W34037 . 1; 1. 1- 71.	 . 256. LP-12 ll 5 4210
GE14o8x AM oT ww porn ALE 1029100 47 50 Is-4 1123. 4210
UL50U AM FUEL Me S M 0 250 1017037. 1 1 1 1 1 71 2M - L2-11 1123 4210
G3503P APS Ox 7MS a 250 1017005 1 1 1 L 1 71 25A 31F. LP-11 1123 4210
6:2030? MUST CPup !MR EMS MIA 0	 ' 150 2201015 1 2 5 5' 50 71 253 33A L2-12 10o1 4210
OP29-wu AM DELTA Fes A CA/ MID. 1035039? 48 50 li-4 .. hm
om
GP20U AM LIMA Me D CLD/ MID 103903.5.7 48 50 Z"i-4. 4211:
DEN
M3015? DM START TAiI'n 2 MIA 0 1750 1011069 1 .2 .2 1 1 71 26A LP-]„ 1123 4200
W301R2 Me; m pea ]T,=- PSI: 0 300 3012005 1 .2 .2 1 L 71 26A. L?-13 1123 4200
_	
Measurement
MSFN format Falo Strip
numbing sample mt. 5/S







plots re ... d formal tab
"setup
Law Nigh 1 4 5 la 3a TO SP
ag3025P. DF li F23 R s 3L4 0 300 101106) 1 .2 .: 1 1 "i1 2U LP-11 11..3 420.1
u7435P DM r3 @FSS .3iE 0	 _ 2000 LC12069 1 .2 .2 1 1 7t LP-1? 1123 4 :J
Gy3603q 11S tVCL 1 qV ICL 0 9T . LOZr005 .. 1 1 1 1 1 2261. 34^ 1F-14 1023. 420
53601ry DF FFGL 2 C= 0 97 1327037 1 L 1 1 1 2GE 34-A L -14 1123 1,200
00:611P DF FM A35 FL5 0 36) 100500 1 1 1 1 L 71 2nF 34-1. 6P-14 1123 4-0
G13PIft âF FM 1 - OF 20 If !X2005 1 .1. 1 71 2EA L.-13 1L25 4230
G73'391 ORS =.j 2 Lip °F 20 1'10. Sn3103"7 1 .1 .1 1 71 261 LF-1r LL5 6230..
541038 Diu V. 1 q' Ru7 0 9F li3430T, 1 1 1 1 26F 34_A L?_14 ?2a 4230
54101rq 015 OA 2 411 RC: a 97 1035o37 1 i 1 I. I 34fi LP-14 13 6-2.0
54111? DLS a F?Ess	 - ?Z4 a 300 10030E? 1 ' 1 1 1 1 71 64 344, u-v, 1120 .200
G.2L5 DF W. of 20 1E0 1a0A0i '1 1 .1 1 '1 2G U-13 15 4230'
542191 DRS OZ 2 'MIP 20 120 IDa910! I
.I 1 'r1 2276 LP-13 M5 : A230
544'55'.t DPS H.OP III IMR11 MI IOVIYI-S 1 4, 50 M5 LZ:a
.56510? Dar 5P PSSA a 200 2201014 - 2 5 5 5a 1 2c1 34-A LP44 UP3 ^--0
G;6E06111 YAF.P'.1T BCL LOS B>D 0 3O0 2£x1014. I 34-A. LP-14 . 1123 +'^J
Ga1055q BCa FBOP A 'ay a=1 0 uel.5 3042JAI .2 71 2 A LP-12 112 1 .22]
010n5q BCD ?BOP 1 q7Y RC. 0 03.5 103.069 1 .2 1 1 LF-I^ F13 4'21
Mlalp awS IC m w MM 0 3500 1033037 t .2 1 1 ?1 27A LC-Y La 0¢21
tZ11102? FG BY' .-FSS.. ?St6 J 3500 1029h? Z 1 1 TI 21t LP-1-1 11L3
2;2aL? BCS A =, 0 1	 S T..ID. 0 353 10aoaay 1 .2 .2 1. 1 n 27A 14 42211
x-31202? F02 B REG Fi.-SS SFL. 0 350 I'J37005 I .2 L 71 ^-15 L'73 V21
3121217 Acs A FC2 =7 °. .] Yn 101E037 1 .1 .1 ! 1 'A 27A L?-15 125 42:0
u=,122' :ACS B . PI!c4 uY= ° 20 120 LIMJ 7 1 1 1 1 71 Yn LP-1 1125 4FU.
^0L° A F -L lCllâ 33a RSM 0 350 1004069 1 .2 .2 1 i 71 -= LJ-4 L Ic 422aP-16
CF2 c.. Fa'
	
t75D2a"-39.: . a 0 35 10114101 2 .2 .2 1 1. 11 a W-5 ' 1 c3 4121
LR'W1P. A. aY . IZ'1 Fi<s FL: ] :5-` 100606) 1. .2 .2 1 l: iL 12 L.-16 L12}
1p.i lc2_




















Appro'1 Up,plc . ra,.S S/S
Summary analog aam rimary Tpri(t







Law Nlgh ti F. .TI-- 7 STO SP
'N503LS US U? E4â OFF ON _e010ia Sr- Aâ FU E M IG U1-5 4,45
4gSa°_^ US =Frtâ OFF ON E21ID]oE - - 'ME M l: +Ay 434}
Li -5
-
FCS TC? .y.p OT 0'J a2o30J6C ST-:ME FR.F55`. 4' Ln_5.. 13115
RiJ:4% Fes U? n4N 0F" 01: 22010060 a- UL INN US :.5 3 m-4 -
-5 y45
R`.035K US WP A3C pE OR 22OL0a65 Se- L,! 19â SAS s` 4a W1
G°.--5 ^5
7R5036y fib- TCP s-Fil OFF 0a 231U3L' 0F LS 5.,. W- 4, W-5
L-5
R53?:' Us Us â31l	 _ OFF ON 11]10065 SF iIAI FPO -. :is 43 - -5W-5 1,345
R503°t RCS Me A? OFF 09 220100 R sr- •JL %Q ESS - 1, 10-0
LS-5 4345
R5J3T.4. US TCP 020 C" ON YJIOWA Sr- Mr FA. TU LG W-5
L-5 3 5
aaw4ac Us M. A20 lR a:i 220100 s Srz. L,L .tea NO L: W-4
R50i Res TCP AM —re a ? 11007C 3 : SAL ME US 1::. 41 W-L
123-5 e945
05042¢ US WP S t OT? ON :231007â Sr. 1111 10( iESS 0s 47 W=
- 4345
M5 ,-,43K Ulf UP AID R? On a -0LOOM Sr- 'Mi Ff"Std ` L: W : .
R5O44T- US TC? SLâ OF? oil 2>!, SP. Mi ... nas I:s la
-51-5 1:45
R50451C US'_C?Air OFF FaaleOlTO SEE int -. sn; N7 3
=-5
050n6C Us wi, â1L. : 0:1 -.V10O'S Ell • SSs::s 43 10-5
-
2-5 L3L5
m6cou 41A0 l =nP
-6J *2CO 1013035 i 1 1 1 :'L - Is, lira 42--1
060an 4l-s'.â 3 Tea cc0 lJ1aa05 1 .1 .1 1 71 LS-L6 1L "-
.060037 '4Mâ 2T..K'. OF -60 -260. cUX5 1: .1 .1 1 R. '- L?-I 12: 4^.D
R6004T quo 1 ta- t pF -6â . +	 O w3a35. i .1 -1 I il. - L?-1B 1123'. 4230'
RpdJJV Us YALE A clogs 0^! i 4a 51 L-5 1123 4220
sa"Slo'J US ilarli S CLSJ 04t
LO




















Law Nigh 1 L g le 3] STU SP
OR I613 ../B r_—D omit CIS". OI LL 10130988 L 49 51 L-5 L321 L21
M963W 7UEL 11 ,9117 A OAI CISU nl21I IDLiOa?D 1 40 51
_-5 ll23 L22D
09632U Fl"I IN'ICIT B ORS CWB 1i. 3013019C 1 49 S- LE-5 1123 4221
M964LU OKID MOXNT A On CMB OPEN 8113098ff 1 49 ...	 51 -- 2,:1
09642U
'
CM L:1CI.T A OBB CMD. ORSO 1013Pj55 1 1 L9 51 1=.-5 ml, 41-1
Moo6EC 4A DISABLE omit CMD 10480!)ER 49 51 15-5 1125 4220
GR96Gm 43 DISABLEO 011 CM3 10480986 49 51 L.-5 ll25 4221
m9663x .. DIMBL2D OPEN CWD 10450987 4- 51 L5-5 1125 42'eO
n29664/ 3B DL —,- omO CM3 lad:809_"--.. 49 51 =-5 L5 42221
M,R565 2A DIen^• - OPER CUB 10.6398â 49 51 v-5 1125 LSO
GP.9666K 20 DISABLED 31i CSD IOLS098C 1 .1 .1 1 '49 51 L-6 1125 421
M966m, IA DMOORM 11f CLOD 104tt999B 49 51 L-6 ll25 422)
M966L 13 nmtsm mt CMD IO!Jiw5v; 1 1 .1 1 49 51 re.6_ 1'25 4221
GcG44M DD	 STl,.'-U.^- 5101097 5a 49 =-6
OIIi4541! p a: x;z mZC ASsY =5
-208 200 1026101 1 .1 1 1 1 2&1 LP-1T 1468 5Oo2-
CTOf25y mp REM B AGC DBY. -4a
_106 15240:9 1 .1 A 1 1 I.. B-1T 1469
GDi992B S-MID ST PH 1A OB SHE -18( 1TO 1046037 L 1 1 1 L 90 26. LP-1T 1465 5:02
MO-93E S M Im M LI 355 3143 So5O101 1 -
.5 .2 L 1
W..
23A LD-17 146? 5mz
GTO9g-v S-1-7 SM. SIG DRI 190. -us 10.0005 1 1 1 1 1 TO 23; LP-1T 1469. 5DO2
GIbC5M ASPS CND NO YS. 1o14OgSq 1. 44 51 m-6 1ML - 4331
GY0203Y ED SYS A PS'L J FR NO "
-S' 10140950 411 51 L-6 10:11 4036
GY020TS M SYS a 2?L ^. DO ym, 10140893 to 51 m-6 IDOL 40M
GY023LC SYS A M M CMD OPEN CTSO 101409?' Lo 51 P_1 LODL 4300
GY02= SYS B FV M CIS â O—ES CMD 101LO9dD L9. 51 M-6 1001 4836
BSSl00LT SCSU eiou n a^1u^. F D 160 IAie 1
.5 1 1 30A XP-12 1465 5133
M6033'D LCSD SUBSYSIZN YOLK.= °7 25 33 1Af_ 1 .5 1 1 30A: }? 12 1469 5)03
u^19WLV MrCS t CAL 0 TCT MC 0 5 NO=_ 3 .1 .1 1 L30 4120
GIBUY v SIZE t CAL IM 0.T MC 0 5 'NOTE 3
-:1 .1 1- 29- 1310 4120
Gea130P Piss CO. L mED DOD ISM O 5 IIOM 3 ,5 1 1 LF-23 1313 412D
M812LJ EF.-,NO	 1.. 'true -O. 5. DOi9 L245
8181408 ME BAT2oas CURRE- Np






















































ip	 Pr nary	 Thrift
Number	 Title	 Unit	 range	



















^ 8141V	 FL55	 ]	 1 P TIL32	 Foe	 12	 2p	 i1GT 3
	 5	 4	 2Ai	 LP 25	 13U	 b121
191547	 LCC n2 % I=S	 '=11==. Ile	 1	 IF41	 10	 :AP 3
	 .5	 1.	 l	 29B	 LP-25. 1310	 LY3
GC81e32	 31 02 lo. 1	 31A	 2.5	 5	 !U= 3	 1	 1	 i	 29B	 L?-25	 PLO	 412:1
GIBRT	 _°SS 1 SUB 02 Ow	 -	 40	 9J	 TIM 3
	
.2	 .5	 1	 293.	 L?-25	 1310	 L120
G18175P	 ?..SS '1 G02 ?AiiF: 1°-_55 v	 -IM,	 0.	 30	 I10P_ 3	 -1	 1	 1	 29G 	 LP-25
	
1310	 4U0
G75182P	 Me 02 su2HLY SO. 1	 3JA	 0	 500	 11012 3	 .2	 -5 1	 29A	 LP-23 1310	 4120
G38196T	 -ass 1 H2O BBtiA T	 °F	 0	 15	 rare 3
	 •5	 1	 1	 29B	 LP-23	 1310	 4120
G2, 82 	 HVCS z CAL o M	 M	 0	 5	 B= h	 .1	 .1 1	 1310	 4121
=1021	 SIGs 2 CAL 100 -'PL	 VDC	 0	 5	 Boaa, 4	 .1	 '.1 1	 1310	 4121
GP8210P	 115S NO. 2 ="
-i9 1120	 FA	 0	 5	 moss 4	 .5	 1	 1	 29A	 L? 23	 L3'-o	 4121
G^82245	 2:4 t0 2	 -VCC	 0	 5	 IBM 6	 LP-25
Ma24cG	 gue; 2Aae:.3Y C,2 i.Ti]I0- 2 	 RE	 0	 10	 IT= 4	 1	 1	 1	 29A	 LP-23
	
1310	 4121
TM241V	 ASS 10 2 a^_BY . 	20C	 12	 20	 u= 4	 .2	 .5	 1	 29A	 -LP-26 1310	 4121
c:82547. 	 wa H2o L3."t =e?. HO- 2	 40	 90	 HOLE 4	 - -5	 1	 1	 293	 L2-26 1310	 4121
Gfee68P	 ^ Be NO. 2	 BFIlk	 2.5. 5.0	 BO13 4	 -	 _	 1	 298	 LP-26	 1310	 4121
W827M	 PL55 2 See 02 0@	 40	 90	 hats 4	 .2	 .5	 1	 29B	 L2-26 1310. 1,121
G.8275P
	 Me 2 CO2 PAR"WL -^V	 SIJIA.	 1e G .	 o	 30	 IT= 4	 1	 .1	 1	 29C	 L2-27 1310	 4121
G IBI?P	 Pisa 02 S3_Vi Re. 2	 BFm
	
0	 1500	 !tore 4	 .2	 .5	 1	 : 29A	 LP-26	 1310	 4121..
Gl'8296T.
	
FLSS 2 H2O 1GLTA T 	 up	 0	 15	 it= 4	 .5	 1	 1	 293	 X26	 1310	 4121
C.9gigg, 	__LG 110. 1/la). 2	 -	 VOC	 0	 IIM 2	 LP-27
NOi= It a:BWtT and 08003' are UIB, shared
on MG channel 13 real, vlth. 3TBOD17
a. 20 sec.. end P3750031 ou 10 set.
- 110 	 2t ihie eeesurexnt is eerned on IBLG
ehew.el 13 WO when the 1233 is not
.,smitlo5-
IM 3: Me 3- telextry-ere smpled by e
3Gm 1} °uvutet°r vlaee output
.dulstes m 1R1G iheme112 VCO.
:( Tidl/PN)
	 -
11011 4:	 PISS 2 t 1e-.etry sure, sampted by a
3051} c°eeutator x! se output.





























A m%p P sample rates 5/5 tabs and chart MSK .Thrift







'Low High STN, SP
IIpT.. 5-; 'Elec°tdcv Mi gas $l. is impm
:adulated an lglG channel ID.
II= 61 3lactrmardidgran $2 L^ F0/EH


















- MSFN format PCM Strip-














Law Ni9b r c ? 3J. STI) Sp
_.. ^Ctl	 01 i1	 . . fm	 t e •St `LC LAC.	 s or "^ a930 10:..0. 4 1 .1 .1 .1 ill U CP-L 4)4 3C20..
CA.1217 T•.T C; 4 Fm ML On me LA o F -61 + 30 Lo-' ! - „Z, I .1 .I _ 3.5 u, CF-1 . 4 3:J i
=2 C-' n A3L am L0C76 - -260 + 30 1L'-30`4. 1 .1 .^. IA CP-i 4- 36m
CAlJ232 -2 (W7 i IT A3L On LCC LM °' 2a 1530 I	 /;52 1 1 .1 .1 3-; U Ce'-1 4a'. 36
CCJJ3ay GVA. ♦I L HI TIL`:.i L x ) 1Ca _04711. 1 1 .L 1 - Cr-6 6Iv 3213
SC3C311 QI16	 -^Y t¢ ?AI1:2 ICZ 11 100 L4Silt 1 .1 1 - -13 3"`3.
x000324. NCh:T1a 02 TAUK 1 _PC2 J Lpl 10'r+llG - 1 .1 .1 - i 4 3C CF-6
acJ033ai 4Jh,2ait 32 IA[.F 2 ICi 0. 11) 1014116 1. .1. .1- 1 L 3C CP- i -_
Sc003TP Ftis 0 2 ut•L4 1 MIA S l _ 1J;J116 1 1 3a 1,15 v13
SCJJ35P` IM12S C2 TA6{ 2 MIA 50 nra 1C22116 1. .2 .5 1 1. L 31 CF-5
SC'339d 23P5	 ii_ iA1:K.1 3'vl 1 CSC 1012116 L .2 L _ 4 30 CF- 013 3253
nC	 O p raWs v2 aTi 2 PSIA 35J 1013116 1 2 5 _ 1 :. v= .I vii 13 32._.
Sc,14 1 '1_2 02 v ,K 1 ef0 1J39_*.0 1 .1 .1 - 1 L 3D Ce-! -R 3<5z
scal4a. MT 02	 4'K 2 or 3 $J imuti 1 1 .1 - 1 4 lz CP-i 13 32`3
S00043T ,..2 U =2I 1 025 -2C0 4]221 1 .1 .1 1 - CF-8 61 3--,2	
-
scO N2 uif2. -2`0 0 111 ^ 1 1 .1 .5 1 t 1 CM 613 3-51
..:00521. EOa.r"1"'t It 	 WN 3 IC a 100 1 3111 1 2 .1 .1 3 CRu 613 ,-3
scla5iq GON TI 02 JCIK 3 x: J 1d0 ll^ti41 I .1 .I .1 12 3` CP-o e13 322
5:00321
-+: o X12 M= 3 :516 j 350 110:343 1 - 2 ID 4 ;3 rte_ ei13 3253
SC 353F T.iSS 02 TA!X 3 '. IA S3 L05J 110,012 _ .2 2 .2 10 L 3 C?- 3='53
COJ,4T P IM T M 3 3F _ 5 - IX) 103-IL 1 -L .1 :1 1 t13 32 3
SCa0557 M'T 0" ^A9: 3 3F -3P5 + o â eU6 1 .1 .1 .1 1 5 CF-T "13 ,_
scJ r
_Sa 07 x.3 2 AIIS 3 lA.v- OIA 50 10:0 1	 Cp- 1 .2 .-^_ .2 13 4 32 CF-5 r13 3_-c
SCJO/0^ iT S =ZC IF2;ia^c 5 6
-3oa +600 1u3Gn6 I 1 1 . 1 4 'M CC-7 613 .252
2CJJryi ,Pr_3 C2' 9LZ 2 flu	 38 oI. -301 i60S 103M6 1 .1 -.1 1 1 L 3D CR7 613'- 2--
_	
Measurement
MSFN F..t PDM Strip
sample rates S/5 Summary analog than' PMSK Thrill
NPmber Title Unit
APPage • Loading TWX ta	 andbs






-7. b u ?. 30 STD SP
S00072T ^v- !F 02 d-= 3 eP -30G ^	 o 145116 1 .1 .1 1 _ L 3D OF 7 63 3252W=Fs
Cc0 75] MIU SM=c _
32..
248 1029]81, 1 .1 4 .5 1 3 2A c2 2 519 3005zN- Ml 1
CCJ 76. ?L SZ= ep
-2 2L8 1030052 1 1 .1 :.5 1 3 2A CF-2 518 3005
0co177i.. MT S: ac 32 248 10300°4 1 .1' .5 1 3 2A :CP-2 518 3005L,,TTM3
CCOUOV VOPL	 L'B'w )!L.! VE5 0 150 II05011: 10 .2 I0 .2 10 10 3 28 C2-3 518 .3000BUS 1 EASE A
CCM03V AC V0.^nrr	 t3 P :s o 150 11@074 io .2 .2 _ 10 3 an CF-3 518 3000816 2 Bi.PSE f,
- 000206V : pp YOLi -!UM1" . _ VDC 0 45 14075 10 a2 .2 1 . 30 3.20,21 28 CT3 518 3ocvBUS A .
0002 0'ry LC wl=1	 - zo m'; 'I= 0 45 UO20% 10 .2 .2 1 10 3'aa'a 28 CF-3 519 300)
BUS 2
SCO210V x VaL1AI-' BAiIm VBC o 45 no3on io .2 .2 1 10 3 28 CF-3 518 30Lv
BUS A
CC@1V Da VOL^iAG•'a++•^- t VDC 0 45 ll0i076 10 .2 .2 1 10 3 2s CP-3 Sts 3000
BUS B
LCO215C !C CURE=- W= .V@ 0 5 1103009 5 •2 .2 _ 10 3 2A CF-2 518 30)5
cB,ti	 am
0002220 IC CIIr_	 m A21T 0 100 1103010 10 .2 .2 1 10 3 a CF-2 Re 3000FA=RY A
CW223C x 001'tE!a A.P 0 100 1104009 10 .2 .2 1. 10 3 2f, C?-2 518 30o0
BAT1EY H
cc0224c IC GD2nrn: A4g o 100. 314010 5 -0 .2 1 ID 3 2A CR2 518 3000
13t=RY C
SCO23oV DG vonaA c, sts VDC 0 40 105023 1 .2 .2 .2 10 3 a C2-3 516 3000
3A+a^r Y
CCe232V OC WL= ?ASLBY VCC 0 45 1103011 10 .2 .2 _ 10 3 23 CF-3 518 3005
3121gY JIS
SC2066F O2 111s- SURE Fa 1 FSIA 0 75 1102108 1 .2 .2 1 10 3 r C2-9 518 3015
BEGMATED
EC2067P 02 yA SM-- t 1 M K 0 75 1102113 1 .2 .2 1 10 3 34 CB-9 516 3015
502068F 02. Fi SSM n 3 Ma o 75 1102323. 1 .2 .2 1 Ic 3 3F CF-9. 518 3015	 '.
SC2069F 82 IAPSLLgE FC 1 MLA 0 75 11023F3 1 .2 .2 1 30 3 3F. cF-9 518 3015
BFGinn-n
S020702 IA laguS URE 1C 2
IRGU<,A11D






















































Low I High 1 5 F6 F8 a 7a STD SP
bC207L 12 F2FBSUL FC 3
-'SII 0 75 1102I24 1 .2 .2 1 10 3 3F C?-9 519 30'_5
SC20812 =mcp
 Fc 1 MID °2 145 250 101716 1 .1 .1 .5 1' 3 311 CP-1 518 3010
is HAUST
EC2082T ^2 FC 2 MID Op 145 25C 104^.116 1 .1 :1 .5 i 3 3i c2-11 51S 3010
^2itDS7
SC20837 TIW PC 3 CORD ? 145 . 250 1023'-16 1 .1. .1 .5 1 3 3H CF-11. 518 3010iMmusT
SC2064T 232 Fe 1 mca; 80 550 1024116 1 _ .1 .5 _ 3 3H c?-1L 5'-8 3010
020852 TE^	 FC 2 S.+jt so - 5 e 102536 1 .1 .1 5 i 3 3H CF-1 S3 3010
EC20867 =0 FC 3 SFUN
- 
81 550 1e26U6 1 .1 i .5 1 3 3H CP-U 515 Sow
502082; ibt!' FC 1 04+01
	 R ?' -50 +300 104216 1
,
.1 .5 1 3 31 c--1203 518 3010
=-GT
scau68T =T FC 2 m:azos °F -50 +300 10431]6 1 .1 .1 .5 1 3 31 CF-12 518 3010
ouT1sT
Sc2089T T	 FC 3 PAS!SATIa -50 +300 1044116 1 .1 .1 .5 1 :3 3- C2 12 518 3010
otrt-2
5020907 Fm S	 me? FC 1 u, -So 900 lo44052 1 .1 i .5 _ 3 31 C'2-3 618 3010
SC2091T M 11IM-T'6210 2 -50 +30o 1044084 i .1 .1 .5 1 3 31 CF-III 5--8 3010
5020922 18}0 uiLT _2 FC 3 °F -50 900 1023052 1 .1 .5 1 3 31 cl-0= 518 3010
'SC2113C DC CO z -me I A= 0 +i00 103012 10 1 .5. 1 10 3,4 3A c?-4 516 3010
SC214C oC cif.==IM PC 2/SR AY 0 100 1103043 10 1 - .5 1 10 3;4 3M1 C?-k 518. 3000
VU=1 .
bc215c: - TG Ci0i.3=ic FC 3 fl2 0 .100 103044 10 1 .5 1 10 3,4. 3A C4 518 3040
OUVW
SC213¢ FLOW =- !2.F01 Ls/t 0 .2 1103017 1 .2 .2 _ 10 3,4 30 OF-10 518. 3015	 -
Sc2140a FiAW a=- a2 FC 2 I /t 0 .2 1103025 1' .2 .2 1 ID 3,4 3G : c?-10 51	 : 3015
sca41R PIAW :Aa^_ b2 FC 3 M/m 0 .2' 1103@6 1 .2 .2 1 10 3,4 3G CF-SA 518 3015
SCP142a F10W i4LC 02 SO 1 MM 0 1.6 103027 1 .2 .2 1 10 3,4 304 CF m 518 3015
sc2W3.4 E W3f'C 02 . X2 IWF 0 1.6 1103028 1 .2 .2 1 10 3,4 30 CF-10 518 3015
SM44R FLOW: aAi 02 FC 3 /H. 0 1.6 10304L 1 .2 .2 1 10 3,4 . 3G CF-10 518 3015
5021610 Ft F=IR wa=s la3ti HIGH 105066! 3 1 to DI 1 5- S 3010
MID n 1
SC216L4 PH Fmm Wxa:d IAA 102 i105066 lG 3 - 1 10 C -1 T-B 3011




MSFN recent PCM Slri1
APProx. samPlemles S/S
Summary apalo5 chart Primary Thrift
Number Title Unit
Loading TWX labs and MSK




Low Hi9k.. 1 P 1 30 STD: Sp
Eca&ax
—.a0044 w 3 .:AEI Man L J?166C 1a 3 1 Sv' c6-1 51° 3010
Cca;b c3110 =I ctlm. r mT 0 ic 10	 2 10 .1: _ - 10 3 91 CY-4 512 3005ID1=1%
CPOMW T6 W= MO VLC 0 40 * 010b 5 .5 ..5 1 10 3 11A C?-31 514 3005
M A
0] 6v. LC MI=. P...0 Nq J W .IWW17 5 .5 1 '0 3 lu 7.'-31. 518 36J5
Zen D
CD00231' CL SL HEIAZ CWSS A 10.067A 10 !0 CE-i 3635
CDOC24x CP sm ss2 92IAY SA? I304C68A 10 2 10 C2-1 3 ooCLASS 2
00123x Su v-aan+'u105 55? 1?01	 72 10 - 10 C21 3635
P2 A




C1313v. FxM MCM—OEIM^ M1:A3i U1V65C 10 : 2 10 C2-1 3ti35I1IH1T A
Ca023!3 HAOJ cO;;mOCC*_a. A3 AI 1G3a65s 10 2 a CE -1 635
CD03? Es AE-on
. 
W= AQt 1103066A 10 2 W cC-1 2-,
C101331C Ens A5OA2 WG_c v0CS1 n, ^.G66C 10 2 10 CE-1 3aLa
n= in g CI
CG0134x. Js Ax52 m= Yom, 4?Ct IIa306ec In 2 W C	 1 3?:A251rc 1.0 3 a;p
C0035x EDS ti0n2 mum Iacaz 11030650 1A 2 I0 C_-1 3200
0v	 2A
[110136% 2JS Aaorz W11"1I Wee 103065[ 1-0 2 10 CE-1 3220
av1	 1 H
CD0170K FM A=	 SIG A .a15r 11C4067C 10 2 30 _- 3035
MUM -ACS Ac= _ 510 2 S : U04LI65C IC 2 10 3635
000173E (51 ?ZS R. G SW A II&oWc 1 I I 1 W 2 IC ^-1 .3635
CDO174x Mt RCS E	 3 SID s s 10406C 1 1 1 1 10 2 1) C2-1 3635..	 .
C002oaV W VDI - MGM VDC 0 40 1101A27 5 •5 .5 1 10. 3 M 0e_27 53 -_SM A
CD Iv VC W=_ Lcala va: 0 40 10W25 5 .5 .5 1 10 3 1L1 C?-7 518 3'-5E!S 9
C07230x Fin IM O. :lA J :T 1040374
1

































Approx. sample rates S/S analantabs and ehart'
PMSK
MSK Thrift











'Law H 9h 1 5 6 A ? 90 STD' SP
CD023LC
-na He ^^a2	 If 3 SEDt. 1134097i 10 2 10 :^-1 3200
MV4 C Sr: RFD E03 A h41 . .141 ll0309EA.. ID 10 C9= 3230
cxt,i3Y aT' FR, 	 R 	 - h'^. A0.; ' 03048a 10 10. Cc' :^ 3P00
Muva CSN-L? MCH RM L-^ 1103C67 iu' 7 3) CE-4 32wSEP FL= A
MU55Y. CSN-liN. LOCK Ma MP 13030670 10 7 10 EE-4 3200
2 IC6lY 3
CEOWSP MMMLz n:	 y RELAY DE- 1105a67A 10 3 10 C= 1 3200CXaE A ?MY
C30o02 DRCGP_' DEPWY E_= .f ODE- ll -06Ei 10. 3 10 CE-1 3200CLOSE 0 MY
CE0 U I91TI CRAG- DE-M DRG DE- U0506TI 10 3 10 CE -1. 3200
+EL ELY A MY
CE000,% NAT{ C;_G' DEPL DRC Lo,C 10 3 10 CE-1. 3200
11EL ELY 9.. ,pY
CE032LV IuMl Ca= D=017=T mdLY A =1 UO-C6'T 1C 3 10 rE-1 3200.
CE0322C IMU cal=-D=IvCCT RELAY 3 nc 1105o68.Y 10
- 1J CE-1 3200
CPOOOL- F:,PSSM TA91ti P37A '.	 J 17 1002116 .2 .2 1 101' 4 he Ca-14 613 3250
0?00027 L-C	 L- o? 40. +25 1043084 1 .1. i .5 1 L.20,21^2; LE C^	
..
633 3250
CFO 338 LTSS 02 at- M III
-5 to L'02009 1 .1 .1 1 L LE CY 17 013 3250CA_i DI - HM
CFO	 5P 1AE9S q2 ?IIRM t 'N Ht 0 130 1W3052 i .1 i .5 1. 4 h3 CP-14. 613 - 3250
Ci0006? nZ.as SC3E TA.W. PSTA W 050 ll Io12 1 .2 1 io -	 4 43 C2-14 613 3250
Ucco6T ^T SSG 3l1??6Y ?e' 20 95 1015L6 1 .1 .1 .5 1 4 43 C?-11, 613 3250M=-




00103 ^^ ^a'A r 120 Mr 0 103 1027116 1 .k _ .5 1 L 4B OP-14 ` Ei3 3253
CFC012P TSS SOR D3AIM MUt 0 17 1101003 1 l2 .2 1 10 4 4E CF-17 613 3250
MG G_9E
CF- 0 '	 s 8111^i CCd SD' 0 .1 S1IHfl10 1 .2 .2 1 10 4 4E CP-17 613 3250
PRESSOR D^
z,cot6P 'aass OLML du= o 60 1Lllo1L 1 .2 .2 1 10 4 LD CP16 613 3251	 -
OCaZ*^i




- MSFN format PCM Slnp-
APP. ample rates S/S
Summary aualD° ham PrimaryMSK Thrift
Number Title UA II. S
labs and
ran aD numbere umbernwn e plots t°""at osetup
uI.. nG.
.
tow Hi911 . 1 5 G P 3 a0 STD SP
CFWIET MV GL2 EVAe 25 75 1004116 - .1 ,1 .5 _ 4,26,21 LA CF 13 613 3251DvzLTT 
--qm
CFOOIN gW .G=GLYCOL AIR.. 0 Im 1y0!0:,
-
1 .2 .2 .5 10 4 4A cP--'_3 613 3291
ADM
EOa20T =,^ SPACE RART_-.
-F '._50 1100 1005116 1 1 .1 .5 1 4 4A C2-13 613 3251ATOR OUTSET
CFW34P BACK PRESS GLYCOL 'cPOV a .25 1002052 1 .2 1 1 4 4A CP-13 613 3251
EJAARJITOR
CFW35R. 10 .F	 SOL 02 2/FR .2 1 1101044 1 .2 .2 .5 10 3,4 4E CP-17 613 550
CF0036P -4D$ om-- OR PSIG D 15D' 1102073 _ .2 .2 1 l0 a '4E CF-17 613 3250
P2O SUPPLY
CFOWO2 - ES	 SEC GLYCOL FSIO a 6o 1105344 1 .2 .2 1 10 4 4E rP-17.. 613 8251
AMP 011^
CIFOOM TTL SIC EVA2 °:' 25 75 11110O 1 .1 .1 ..5 : 10 4 4c CF-15 613 3251WET. LIgUID
CFW72Q COAL SM GLYCOL MY 0 100 1164060 1
.5 30' 4 -4C CF-15 613 3251
Accun
CPOO73P RR 52COtTAIX Va . Salk 0 .25 1003cE 1 a 1 .5 1 4 LC CF-13 613 3251
OUT STRAAIM
Cc012OP -Rq 1120 AND Ram 0 50' 1034064. 1 .2 '. '.2 1 _ 4 4:. CP-13 613 3250GLYCOL 9151'5
CF0157F RACE GLYCOL FROM L21F 130 300 1103057 1 .2' .2 1 10 4 4D CP-16 613 326011GiWL LOAD
'CF3181T LEGS GLYCOL oF 35 1W 3034052 1 i .1 .. 1.. 4 : 46 CF-13 613 3251MUM
SPJ26OT rL RNA9L RADI- °F 55 120 1016116 1 .1 .1
.5 1 4 4A DH-13 613 3251
MR INUT
UM622 'L? szcOm1A5y 55 120
.
84 1 a .1 .5 1. 4 40 CP-15 613 3251
RADLL'0i MILES
SFc263T la3 b'Y' PADSTSOR °F 30 70 1030116 1 .1 .1 .5 1 4 4C C2-15 613 1251
sYO266X ReGaamR YIOF W12 Ys 2 110305eH 1 1 1 1 20 L 4 10'. CE-2 613 3251SYS 10R 2
CSO460T me ugrLE mumr °P' o l00 103886 1 .1 .1 .5 i 4 4C cA15 613 3250MR"..
CF016L^ '!	 - waszR WaYRa 0 1W 1028052 1 .1 .1 .5 1 `	 4 4C" CS-15 613 .3250
DIAL VOZZLE
CCID40V 120 VLC . PIPA sUPPLY VIC 85 135 - IM8084 1 .2 .2 1 1 6,21,22 6 9A CR18 3620.DC LEVEL C0-3





























Law Nigh 1 6 b 9 30 STD SP
CG1201V ^_.-J 26V .IN2 I TS 31 1C31052 1 .£ _ l 6 21.2° 5R CI'-1B 3F2C
CG-3
C01331V 3.2 RC 2E V SUMi RI, 0 31 1025052 1 1 1 6 121.22 5A C--lE C-O3-
CO-3
CG_93- 2E V J•U sTkm C BUy . 11030672 10 30 CO-3 3620
C=_-4
CG1523X 23 ': CM o
-.AU G:n OR umei C 10' ) 10 CO-3 3620G-4
CG123X 2B Y(:	 . O- 0.i OPE 11ON6 in g 10 CO-3 ?620
c--4
CG2212V :al MOLVER on-
%: SIV DiF 0 36) =160 5 1 1 1 10 6 1?A CJ-3 3620
CG2113V IO IX. FtsSOL4ER UV:- one O 360 UO2081 5	 . 1 1 1 10 6. 2A Cn-3 3620
MOOS
CO21217V 10A D3RV0 ER50R mi :N.S
-3 g 201014 5 .5 •5 . 50 6 23 3-3 3620
r
CO2142V
- Vu a RssOLV- 042- AS 0 360 1102089 5 1 1 1 10 6 12A CO-3 3620m an;
cGa O3v A:0 Lx nizoLVma ow- DEG 0 36o' 1 eaw 5 1 1 1 10' 6 r?e CO-3 36203VTZ COG
CO2147V im gram 2RROR III Vies -3 +3 201013 5 .5 .5 5 50 6 123 CO-3 3620AISE
CG2172V On ff. FlSOLM DO- DEG 0 361 M2091 5 1 1 1 10 6 2A CO-3
3w, 83am
CG2L73V 00 a RESOLVER OUT- DEG 0 360 1102092 5 1 1 1 10 6 2A C0:3
Main
C(allm OOASm- M MIZ -3 +3 201015 5' .5 .5 .5 50' 6 23 CC-3 3620
= PBASE
CG23M PSRA ^ —tA7^IJsts cl +2 +140 L0160M 1 .1 .1 .1 1 6,21,22 5A C3-18 0683 3620
M-3
CG3721V sjA	 CDU DAC OUT- atS
-2 +12 1102058 5 .5 1 5 10 6 124 M-3 0683 3E20
PUT
C33722V IliV1diLD1t CCU DM J7UM -12 512 u02059 5
.5 1 5 10. 6 1?e CP:3 0683 362000TAIP
CG504M CrC VAR11311t WARN UO3099A 10. 9 ?D CO-3 3635
cE;k
C113503Y E	 CW/M ATT DEG
-5 5 5101062 5 1 1 5. 50' 8 133 co-1 0683 3630
E2AOSYLRTr
_15 +35
03NM Faa: ewsm .LT Me
-5 +5 5101663 5 1
-
1 5 50 6 .133. CO-1 0663 3630
EtiOR YAVl:
-15 +15 .
CR350211 RDAI GHIS11 ATT DEG -5
-5 1201016 5 1 1 1 10 6 23D CO2 0683 3630















































Number Title Unil range number :number plots
record farmaL lab
setup nb.
Low I Hig h 1 5 6 o TT -5T0 5P_
CH3503R-:: F	 T SCS BODY RAC-. MG, 1 +1 1W3021 5 1 i - 5O 6 LCA 13A CO-2, .	 O6 3 3630FUCH REP,i -5
-10 +1'1
C93504R RAI SCS BODY FAT- " Ea/ -1 +1 3201022 5 1 1 50 C, 10A U, 0-2. 0 n 1630YAH . SEC
-5.
-10 +10






âE0 5 +5 '	 Io2t, 5 1 - 5 55 6 133 C12, U53 3630R F 1 OR 2 CO-:
CH351611 azP	 W5=-mrl â3G
-5 = 1201046 5 - 1 - 50 6 13B CC-2, - 0653 3630YNt 1 03 z Co-5
CH354EX RCS soL;.AII PC^ FIRE, :HN 2203018A 5 Ca-1,
C3/13/A OFF CE-2
C1354T:. ELc Sau:iOID ACT eyF ARFt 22010-83 5. co-1,
hl,/14/Y OFF CE-2
CYSLB.Y 905 sot :oID ACT C, hill 22020160 5
A3/23/-X o . CE-2
U 3549Y ,taOmm ACTSO
24/_y
t rnO, A^_I 2201018D 5 CO-1,
cL/ 077 aE-2
CH355o1[ RG sOT;Oz ACT :mte Afii 2 mime 5: CO-1,
R3/25/X o:F cS-2
C13551% ECS EO=mZe MT FIRS, ARH 220LO18F 5 ca-1B4/26E OFF CE-2
CQ55Z -RCS SOLNOM PCT Fm, Alt 22010386 CO-1
13/15/-X Oct cz-2.
CIC152K FOR SOMM ACT -r Amt 2201WeH 5 00.1,
D4/16/-X C'-' CB-2
CH3554Y FOR omOnme ROT ARM 2201019A. 5 ca-1,'2 C°_-2
C13555X RCS SOL:,AID ACT 7Lam) tili 220=9= 5 CO-1,
112/22/2 0-- C_-E
CIU55EX RCS MMUOID ACI' -1321 Rem 22a301- 5 co-1,:
111/21/-Z O.: CE-2
CHUM em RO	 MID ACT 'Mi ARK 220101¢3 5 Co-1,'
82/32/-Z 0°B CE-2
CP?558A ace 6=mm ACT c/ .Ly 2203015G 5. CO-11
Al/Y OFF cz-2/
. C355A Im soL.imm ACT IFE/ ^iµ 2201a19O - 5 Co-1,
ce/Y. 04F c_-2
CIi356aX ReACi_sommm SA/ A:11' 22o10L'p 5
TABLEB-V. - COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULETELEMETRY SUMMARY - Continued








sam le rates S/S tabs
bs
 a















Low T N19U 1 6C ` . 3O STD SP
CP356'Q -ICS SOL"_'JDACa _ AA;:. 201013!
Al/-Y Mz -_
CR3,M)t i?LSiA7IDHF.L C.Ei 1IAN67â 10 l0 C--3 3635
COln:Rnr	 *Y. c.9
Gti35771. uAIMA^`0'M 0^- 07i ael,0 T L0 10 C£ . 3 3635
CO OOODI 'ER _% CF9
CIE357 X 10 6 10 c°--3 3635
cz,.	 la +'C C'M
CF{357Y.'L 'L41`.E1Iu^IDIJS O ^ 0!: 1.04Y6Y 10 E 10 CE -3 1635
C31OOR0*.TM -Y M9
CH3578X MINI L+u'20lt MT OFT MI 1100631[ I 30 o 10 CA-3 3635
ml TOLL -h2 CIO)
CH357A Mvaldtlnmi;4L A.— On iID40 ra 10. 6 lO
_ -
3635CO1.a'-fN r*ER -2 M9
C155A 1 SCS Vic = CTF. `/LC -10 n0 Y01055 5 .5 1 5 30 6 13a m^2 O '3 3630
!N9 213C1t
M583V SCS = ncn COX- Vx
-10 +10 ]2o1c53 5 .5 i 5 50 6 13a CJ-2 OC'3 3633
MI35ESH IO2 CnneOLAMna 1T^ -10 +10 51010ti 5 .5 1 2 50 t 13A C0_1.. 0633 3630
C15581A ECS CO;ni /IiNC PC -ID +10 5101125 5 .5 - 5O 6 13A 11-1 1 0:33 3630
Y.11I MID 2
01135M H07 W SAOL/1^1C 3150 -10 a10 -M=i 5 .5 5 50 6 13 Ca-1. 3113 3:33
IOLS CFL -2
C113553R Au2119I9AA>°Np PAx I	 -; 11o2367a. to 6. 10 C0-1. 3630
CH35wx Inv. PRO IAi LLTI.^ W.' I= =cu7 10 .. LD C0.1. 3635
-2
=_3
CR3550t: FIVITXALE MsOA 5. Plu 5 0.xF or, . ` UO206T:' 10 6 D CO-i
ca-3 3635
CHaS°hJ[ ita:A SCALA ELA3R 50/15, OFF 0 31120nl la. 3. CJ-L
_CH36emC Z's A=-iT¢ v CSI ffi/ 1101165 10 6 °-3 3735.
C0-1.V,lam Pas CM
'CH360X Ina PCs me to 1 rn 1LCLu,+]C 10'. G 10 G_3 3635
laIA31G Pas
r..T+S3 'DA ACS w lA 2 0? S =40yn, w 10 =_a 3535
W.1r 105
w3E04C Sa solzzon '=-I fJ, i.nrniTw 10 L F, l0 :3-2, 3Ey5
lagl	 { 1
	
1.. OUT CE 3





TABLE B-V.- COMMAND AND SERVICE MODDLETELEMETRY SUMMARY -Continued














:Unit range number number. plots format.
scup no. bn
Low Hig h 1 5 6 A 3 30 STD SP_.
0X3606.: S.l' = CITI_ Tr ON OFF 13040y91L 10 6 10 CC-3 3635
or ms
=360TS SO co=OL SOUR= or scs 1102066' 10 6 10 C?-31 3635SdITC9 C0.1,
C1-2
Ca3609x Mu Yx; = V OFF 0:: U0409EG 10 6 10 CE-3 3635(iCCE: C:D A15
=93610% a IrAR Am S9 imt G.P Ott 110405al 10 6 10 CE-3 3635BT oil Ms
0[13619: ?P	 IAR ATT EH 0 Oil 31040^8c 10 6 10 CE-3 3635ACCFL CIO Ms
CIG613R F MT ATE Sd FLT.f OiT Olt U04098D 10 6 10 =-3 3635112 cm Ms
TIU63L5x YAP ImII AM Olt O-- Olt i10409eE 10 6 10 =-3 3635
<lCL M Alb
CN3616x YAP I.Pif = sit OT oil 1102a)38- 10 6 111 =-3 363513+1 WC =D Al'a
C93623x GYRD 1 Calla SMt IGP IPJali UM067U 10 6 1D C_-3 3635
..4a.5 FUR DET
C93624x Oyao 2 W23 start l0P :D14 11020576 10 - 6 10 CE-3 3635}	 a411 DE'T
03635x EWE: MDE sP-WM OFF Olt 11o5099A 10 6 10 U-5 3635AI^a 1 RT 2
Cii3636x 836 Rn,: GP-FOFL o on t105093P iO 6 la =-3. 3635PAu 2





=3639X 21.1E IIli1= SP-2IICF !T Olt U050999 10 6 10 -C-3 3635F.	 2 .
C93641e lam ln= EP-YAP 117 Olt uiyio9a 10 6 1O 'C-3 3635.
= I n 2
L:.3642.0 _.10 FUDE oP-YAP FZ ON 1105093F 10 6 M =3 3635,RJ12a 2
M666C a1T F31Ce DE3 AMP .6 .8 2201006 3 .5 1 5 50 6 13A 00.2 0683 ..3630
ci1GCE ^




w Z. +2.5 22 IMT : 14A. c2-32
CIJow MC0: I•ItC^Et 4't-e
c0DC9
W .2. s.5 2201005. 14A c2-32 .




MSFN format POM Strip
-nodding sample rates $/$p
Summary andla n














tow H19h 1 5 'b B 3... 30. STD SP
CJ@00d RESP ?AT2c ism LH COCCH 0;0' -5 +5 5101064 14A C?-32
CT5201i =P,aAmu c? ^- T C	 CCMIi O A -5 51010+3 14A C2-32
C0020£t ti- ? PAL- Ul P-MOT EH COCCH CIDA -5 51010+1 1411 CP-32
C.i0026A 01 ACCEy E-LC c -2 +Ml 1201015 5 .1. .5 .5 50 5 15A CO-4
C?_33
CE0027A C1 txcn Y-A c -2 +2. 5101	 7 5 .1. .5- -5 50 5 15A CO-4
Cc-33.
CE0028A Q ., Acu^:S E-;U-s G -2 2 5101128 5
-
.5 •5 50 5 15A CP-33
c0-4
Cb1040E ib 1510.	 ACR CleuV, SHV:^'Sir	 e ^ YLC CL.D O-'^_1. M1031 LA C^34
C.i-1C43E Ti r, Ck' 2ASHOLTµZ 0_I-' i N.0 CIOD 017-' . 1201031 la CP-34 7y
Cina44E W,:ss =F wm'Li t SI1U - t of; 1201031
Cn1051 ^IAT N Msmm- 1 n'I,_ 0 1090 110501 1 1 ! 1 17A CP-35
CICGS i PAD1 Mp. T05S1=LR 2 ?/ILA a 1000 1101058 1 .1 .1 .1 1711 CP-35
CR10531R D0sn-.	 RAM CIA- VDC 0 5 w5w& 1 .1 .1 .1 1 17A C-35. 371
S1,1043? MI MA-	 IN? TA,^. _::5S ?5111 0 5000 1101124 1 .2 .1 .1 EIA EP-1 1345 75.0
SL=97 WS E1=701R.0 Im aF -100 +200 1101026 1 _ .1 .1 EL1 EP-1 1345 7000
SL1c	 T `T ?TC'a vM1 i Boa Ys221.362 _lw + im it 051 1 3 .1 - Eu ?-i >345 7500
SL	 :diT M;	 9L'M MrM P	 5274,x6. oP -SOa +200 LM14049 L a •1 .1 EL: -'-1 1345 7500
13L12067 TEt3 7Xt ET=, Pb:G ?5257,116 of -100 +200 !102027 1 .1 .1 SL1 £11-1 1334 73%
SL1211i TnP . 'a U'l MArlll-.:- MPI	 C 12.11! 1 1 -100 +200 .1104031 1 - .1 E15 £11-2 1345 7100
SL122T W 204 IZMV	 PAII CM-512 T d -100 +200 11040 1 3 1 E1E _T-2 1345 7500
SL1215T ,- 7,01 E-TM WIT ^ -SW 1200 11 05107 1 .1 EIS. z-2 1345 7500
2311217T THIN ^.M MIR US %S305,R u7 -1001200 11951-4 _ 1 .1 am _a-2 1345 :"SaQ
3=237 Mio2 WE t1. P7ER SHFL 13206.5,1170 98 240 iwv3 si 1 .1 .1 EA EP-1 1345 . 7000
SL1221T MP 9 --4 Mrsa SH1? x9236.4 1£75 of -1116 tom 1302105 I -1 ELl 10-1 1331 7000
SL122j2 ic`L'+ HF ART SFRT 514 A , 19 c -1117 +200 11030PZ 1 .I .1 :.2111
_T-1 1334 TOM
SL125S.. CSA.4 P? 4lT9 0OTF0i' P.Pl Valt 0 0.8. !033o52 1 1
-^3 . 1334 7200:.
SL125L Cam PF Wp	 w= 1E2 7a10 0 1.5 3020052 1 1 jZ2A 5'3 1334 7200.










































Low High 1 i u . ' ^ + 3I STUSo
' 511257 csk R' 02CIL ATOR aft"RIT'.Cy PJc o t, L33 TOF4 1 - 1 he °_P-3 1394 T2 70
SL1256-1 CSRRZ,wL'1.	 -1 taa+J1_ °P. 1 151 llc4w, I 1 'fA II 3 134 T='i
sL1257V C' h4 ISIVER S!u'rt IE 1 DEI 65 /I 1;61- I f'3• MR-3 1331, 253
SL259V CSkR RECEIVER +6ID I2' 2 DW: ll Sil !:011G I - ZA EP-3 .1334 210
S11e59V PSSR RECEIVZR 53L1 Ta Bat -,3
__. 1040116 1 i Ef EP-3 1334 72?C
ORIEL' CSR.R ".:015E a IBER K£ 1 âEI -75 63 1029116 1 1 . S-C £R5 1334 ,lI
SL261E Caul Eli Pot_ }C' 1 - tME 1 D3`1 -71 -,- 120ID, 7 1 1 -.G: EP.5 1334 a, J a
SL1E6i. CZAR  SISC1IWt PI ut 111 1 - IDCE 2 DE4 -65 -53 1201N.7 1 1 £LC. EP-5 1334 72I]
SL261. Can SP-cuua xw'- - 1 - l3DE 3 1v -G2 —6 201N.7 L 1 ER £>!-5 1334 !t3]
sL126L- cSIII sascuMR L wSu 1C I. - !ME- 4 =1 -8 -46 201047 1 1 =L EP-5 1334 7L,
SL126a USIE SPECU1J3 PCI UT 1 . SLITe 5 DE:•.t. -60 -35 IZnI.n49 L i EP-5 . 1334 R33
SL262E CSAFZ _MIST 1?01 f 2 DE'1 -K' -T3 201049 10 10 EEC EE-5- 1334 P_CJ.
SL26ia CeIR 55r:c1DLAR XWER RV "_ _ 151£ 1 n2L -Ca E° 12011:2 10 10 E2C EP-5 1534 7-, 
51262: C -E ZiSCCLL. K3 'RC' - 1:0ZE 1 DE+ -cE _T: 1201Dr2 10 13 E2'C EP-5 1334 -
Ir 26s czaS Ses=m+P POEEr.3 IT a -.!CID- 2 âSt` -e5 -76 201042 10 I0 22C SE-5 1334 -+-
SL1262E BEAR SE.CI IL1°. WaERL wa - cSnE 2 D_' -23 61 1231042 10 10 ELc _R5 . 1334 X00
51262E ceaSt Gisx	 AR 1V2i41G 2 .- IME 3 IIE': -E6 -63 201046 10 La E2C ER5 133- _03
SLI26_= COAR SExnAE PO	 w Ta - 6505 3 2SH -25 -60 12T_049 IS 10 £:G R., 1031 'T1
S126a, CSA. zasce^..1R BBS:ES IT 2 - I,=- L D3::. 62 -56 12a1049 10 10 LC „P-5 334 5900
5112a C at SawatSLLR s(a 	 Ye= - !C.`.... 4 Lit - -56 1  03046 In 1â . Erc . 1334 TTa
ST., WaS s1ECtRA3 _^;n- EE 2 - •VDE 5 0£1 -5 R -40 203042 30 10 E?C .:R5 1334 =0a
SLIZ62s CZAii sPSfRAR Z^aal VRF - :022 5 Bat -73 -SL 13 10 a-c Eat 1334 1
5L1= OPT =C Flat CAZBEZSS M2 4F L0 L' 110!0.1 1 i EZi, £P-4 1336 72-01
5-v2Y9i on = CO.= n !='E ME = 0 5 1 131094 1 1 _ Z 4 1334 T-n
S.*.l2TV OPT 1v°C MaD 3.luZ- VM 0 5 1032Cal! 1 1. Z ,at" 3334 T21
S3 My on ll'C VI	 ` ^S\'M t'LC 0 5 LC2106 1 1 -;=3 BE" 234 !%.Jl



























Ae. sample rates S/S
Summary a










Law Nigh. 1 * u . _>< _?_ -3i STD SP




	 =--al 1E 3U 0 . 250 121042 2 1 1 S ID CP-,"C
S1n036P P-MSlG 2926 =,;	 112 25SA 0 253 nJ1043 2 1 1 5 10. 5 6n C7 -z) 633 5E73
SF:G17T MT SM 02 -'R HE :Alit: OF -10C +2J0 10,)A52 1 .1 .2 .5 1 5 EC OP-21 6.3 3670
ssvaeat 105ETIOF. FIP..L(OY = 1 1029 MG 0 9T =109 5 .5 .5 to 5 iA CNN? 5670
silS3it -e0S1=11 FOE.'/O% 'i1V 2 30p s MG 0 ! 91 1101113 5 .5 .5 5 '10 5 6A C2-13 S70
SA:02411 FJS1T2a:: zFUL/0.Y VLV 3 -0T 5 PO 0 co noL , 5 -5 .5 5 10 5 f2A r, 2-14 3670
SPuwfi F51TA1H F -L/M WV 4 POT D 02 a 90. 1101322 5 .5 .5 5 10 5 GA CF-11 3670
SNO3}F a cnZe 2l =a3 25IA 0 - - 254 1101042 2 1 1 5 10.. 5 ES CP-20 6c3 ?670
530.ST. Jn 2'z VALVL Nat °£ 0 +203 1313052- 1 ,2 .2 1 1 5 EC CP-21 E83 ?610
'ipc4ET iJ? 2::G ML ETA- 17Z a 0 204 11051oa 1 .2 .2 1 10 5 to L-21 CF3 3610
-.004r EEIR 3 c ox !T_SD =r o- 0 240 1CDC0F4 1 .2 .1 1 5 6C CF-21 E93 3510
S _0542 P0A s15 U=C ,t L= °F
-5 Bab 10150__°4 1 .2 .2 5A C2-19 693 3610
s200552 iILP OF M:	 TS SD2£ PAY . e. 2 a S eo52 1 i 1 5. 6C 43121 40.. ..36'-4
G20056T 'L@ 525 m saw =a abs HAY 5 0 150 1047052 1 .1 .1 1 5. EC Cx2 441. 3610
3P 057± 1 FOSL DDTSIT=r, LDL °i
-3 203 1420004 1 .2 .5 .2 5 5A c2-19 653 3610
5F	 5FT O D:SS MM- JC2: ^- . pl? BAY 3 oF 0 150 1,1.6C.L 1 1 1 a I 6C CP-21 404 3610
5200531' FtGT. s102AG2
	
SG	 ml'	 FAY 6 = 0 150 1047094 i _ .1 :' 6C c-1 404 362
a20 10627 24TU V=TQ . FUQIM, i3 f0. 2 -2 458N 1017052 1 .2
.5 2 5 5A C2-19 674 3610
5204662 -- 5-.5 mr, =,,z 3u1 0 249 11030+3 2 i 1 5 10 5 65 CF-'e0 E83 3670
5206442 . sH . mn:a LYS:2A PSM 0 30001004052.' 1 .5 .5 1 1 5 68 -C3 20 E,53' -3670'
SPC6a1? sm . F.yFE2U = Mz F2255. mmu a 3-000 lu Ao64 1 .5 .5 1 i 5... 6H 02-20 E33 3670:
5F3655Q QCAS Ox vTS 122I-a^'GS ALLY PT 0. `0 1 9084 1 1 i S 1 5 EA. C2-N 693 3670
S246-6q ,M; ox WM 2 ItT 0 6; 10ID032 - 1 . 1 1 :	 1 . 1 5 6A C2-19 6=3 3f73
G2D657Q Q=,£U..L " .n 1' RI-ID:AL AM 1C7 0 50. 1010mF4 1 1 1 1 T 5 6A CF-19 693 3673
52265rA M-mvz AM.QCAH FIG wat 2 4 63 3011052 i E. 1 i 1 EA CF-13 E^, 3670
sl?0661P Sus E tz Cii=M PIA 0 150 L7a1054. 5 E 1 5 55 5 16A 653 3670
SM9302 F. °i_.S VFC 393-'11: M	 Am CIA 0 364 1105727 5 •5 5 10 5 65 C2-20 663 3670





MSFN format PCM 5tiip
A Ppros . sam le mtes 5 5p SwnmaryTWX
analog chart primaYy Thrift
Nunbv Title Unit range Loading tabs and MSKnumber numbv plots letup 't°o"at mb
Low N19h i 5 G .^. ! ai STD Sp_
CR=XP. HE A	 5 TAâ1. 1 'Ma 0 50, llhl¢t1F. 1 1 L I? 5 zA U-2.
CFIYJ2P !u PRESS 2A?% 2 Pi t— 3 5000 1077116 1 1 I 1 LO 4 ]R CP-2" Ci'a 3.02
CHOJC31' 1v V14? TA112 I OF 0 +300 1105042 1 1 1 .3 13 5 7A CF-22 a-93 3(S
csa	 ,T P MT TAM 2 OF 0 +3oa 1105043 1 1 1
.i .r > in CP -22 4x63 3e JO
CP.0035P B	 Ce•.-3C5 F MIllrom: I Mll. a 400 1101075 5 L 1 1 t0 5 ]A C?- OF'+a 3=ca
CH0036P FOFSS CN-RM tE VAUTTOLâ 2 mm 0 40a 1IDLo76 5 1 1 1 In TA CP-22 053 : A00
SR5001F !L FRMS MIK A ism 0 5006. 1009116 1 L 1 1 L 5 CP-23 0663 3510
SR5D02F n PH-OSS MK â i5L1 a . 5000 1007L36 1 1 1 1 1 5 7S CF-23 ab3? 3510
0	 3F VE -	 5 TARE . 0 Mtn V 50M 1010116 1 1 1 1 - 5 7P : CF-23 C6 l 3520
SHSO4P ILA' e	 S Mot â 	 - Rom 0 5000. MILU6 1 t 1 1 1 5 7R. CF-23 °633 3520
s-50137 IT VotP MNK A OF 0 +100 tto5a73 L .2 .2 .2 to 5 FO CP-25 06]3 - 3)10
sR5ol4T 2C VX allr. â OF 0 +100 1305674 1 .2 .2 .2 to 5 7â C?-25 0663 35LO
SHSO15T it MP UNK C OF 0 +100 M5075 1' '.2 .2 .2 10 j iâ C2-25 0663 35'=0
SR501riT. 63 T2F TAVK â : OF O +100' 1105076 1 .2 2 a t0 5 FO C?25 0663 3520




















TABLE B-V,- COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE TELEMETRY SUMMARY-Continued







Approx. Loading swn le rates 5/5P TWX tabs and chary A15K
MSK
Thrift
Number Tile Unit g number number PIDLS retard .formal lab
setup no..
no.
Low High . 1 5 5 8 9 3o. STO 5P
SE5026Q OCAU SDI IM PR?SS/lrIlP !LAM- b ?SL a 100 1533116 1 .2 ,2 .? 1 5 TO CP-25 06-3 350
51150	 Q QDnR S14 g pRwS/TEFL RAYIO C PCT 0 Ltl 1034116. 1 2 1 5 7D CF-25 0 , §3 312-1
SF-0-8Q QU S.! x P0Ee3/T F WSa D PST, 5 LW 1035116 1 .2 - .2 1 5 70 CF-25 CL= l 35Za
SR5065T -YSte =1t9IIu . PACRF4a' A 0 !300 1046952 1 .1 .1 .1 1 5 T CP-26 t6N3 3519
SR5>	 T TEST ENGINE PACKAGE: D . OF a .3a^ IM6384 1 .1 1 .3. 1 5 T' CP-26 '653 351)
SR5067T w EOatIC PAC3Sar C °F 0 .3)J 1OV052 1 1 1 1 1 5 7S CP-26 0693 3510
SR506ue Te	 INGINE. PACKAGE D °F 0 .330 1907084 1 .1 .1 1 1 5 T_ C?-26 .K93 3520
SR5067T '••^_SR° OX FEPD LUZ FCYR QUAD A - 0 150 1104081 1 .1 .1 .1 5 7F C?-27 0674 3525
SR5a7M TESP.. OX-In
 LUDI 7-:g
 QDAD 3 C 150 LU0408o 1 .1 .1 5. r C? 2T. 0674 3.`<5	 -.
345078 YPip V. F2ED L= FLTIi 10AD C °F 0 150. SC01994 1 .1 .1 5 P CF.27 C5?4 3525
51150721' Me OX :J°	 PP PJAD D °F 0 15U 11040" L .1 .1 .1 5 r. CF-27 DSTb 3525
SIi Da TSMP. EPP M TF QU_ Svw T.AR
QUAD A °F 0 150 nW1105 1 1 _1 .1 5 r CF-27 067+ 3525
SRSD74T 3R3P M. P9 TS OW SLT' QDAD D - C 150 13(04!04 1 .1 .1 5 71' c?-27 0674 3525
SR50757 °- Pal PIT TE OUT StPor QMD C OF 0 150 110410) 1 1 .1 .1 5 7E UP 2T 0674 3525
E5076T 111- F'J.TL OUP SLT QUAD l o F D Isa SSD),ID4 1 .1 ' .1 .- 5 7P cp-a7 0674 3525
SH5
	
F A as MIZULD P3S5 Ears 0 LCO 1102011 - L 1 1 10 5 711 CP-23 065- 3510
SRM3P ox NIR101D 3H SYS A PSIA 0 800 1101081 1 1 1 1 lo'. 5 74 cp43 9683 35111
SR5737P IIPL I'ANIP912 2R. SYS A PSIA 0 400 : 1103074 1 1 1 1 10 5 7a' CF-23 0693 3513
SR5762 a E NAI.FDM 7v^55 0 too 1102012 1 1 1 1 10 5 7E CP-23 D653 351a
5257892 OX PAUMM IR SYS S MIA 0 300. 1101083
-
1 1 1 10 5 7C cF.24 o6a3
SR5784? FUEL YAg191ID FB SYS 'F: ests o 400 1103976 I I 1 1 I0 5 7C CF-24
0643 ...3510
a35317? C P3 MlUroi,D =1 IA 0 Loa 102941 1 1 - 1 L IS 5 7C C?-24 )683 3520
SR5EMP OX Y=F010 3R SYS C IsS P 300 1301092 1 1 L 1 10 5 7c - U-24. 0683 356
U58W a PADuosig
 FR SYS. â PSIA 0 300 1101105 1 1 1. 1 10 -	 5 Ic UP-24. 0663 3520
SR5822P FIL-ti FAN FOLD PR SYS C PSI& 0 400 1144 011 1 1 1 1 19. 5 7c CP-24 0663
-35M
SR5823? FUEL W-SI D FR SYS D PsPs 0 400 1104032 1 1 L 1 10 5 7C CF-24 0693 3520




















A	 mx.PP LJadin B sample rotes S/5 TWX tabs anJ chart MSK Tbri(t
Numher Title
U."





...Law NI9h 1.- 5... s. 2 7 3a. STP SP
L20GNY. MS ALOHT &504.__326 lA.. ABOE1 11010.E 10 7 10 r.	 -l . --
450081( c-li s ASOHT REOUEEST B !`1=51 f3M?T 110109:.; 10 7 In C'-^.
COOL` 'FAS	 R CAM0114bVlNIYG ON VAS! IUev I mw0 5 10 7 10 CE-4 1465 3310OFF
L50200A fmlrz OF AI'axC %ID a 5 2102057 5 11 CV-27
AIOb52CSa226P .... T@ MC MM PROD eP -IDa -300. 1 .1 .1 Z 1. -	 j FIF 3P-E c19 3005
CN0.2a DOE T - ECTID11 VO 12S 1143,'66¢ 10: 3 8 10 cE 4 .1465
CTC015V SID CO!iD FOR SUPPLY PoL25 VDC 0 22 11011116 5 .2 1 10 3 BA CP-381 518 3005
' CTCO6V SIG 00121 12G SUPPLY VOLTS VDC 0 22 1101107 5 .2 .2 1 ID 3 BA CP-28 516 3005
C!ZOOIW . SMZOR EBCITAT100 5 W= ebo 0 5.5 uO5123 5 .2 .2 '. 1 - ID 3 8A CP-28' 518 3005
C1I	 IEV s>;ISOR E CIUFION 10 4'OLS VIC. 0 u 1102028 5 .2 .2 1 IO' 3 8A CF-2B 518 3005
CT4120Y H?! ETT PATE	 8 OTT MR 111tH 1001)20 1 1 1 1 3, 4 8 CP-37 58 3200
CE--'
=125V FJ1 HI Y 85 eamr 1- VDC a 5 1105108 5 .2 .2 1 10 S dA CF-2b 519 3005
CP-37
c10126V MR H1. L*v.'L 15 . F_iC?t: -^-' Vâc a 5 1101123 5 -2 .2 1 30. 3 eA 2-2-1 519 3045
C2-37
51015211 I=GAZT Allr H15 E*iCH DEG -40 11"2 1 '.5 .5 1 10 3 8H CP-39 1465.
S=.533 HICK CAM ANT POO YAH. DEG 0 360 1104043 .5 1 10 3 83 CP
-39 14G5
C771612% I= mum VIDIN OR ws-:LLI 1N OFF 14x9 13wOGdr 1O 8 10 CP-3J
CE-
CT1162x i fnl E el HID1H ON HIS-= M OFF 1M 2102068' 30 B 10 CP-i9.
C= 44
CTOIa: HG MVQC OR ICS-101M VA A? cam 1102 10 8 10. CN9
Cw1Ghx HGA TPAC4 SV ley-Rum IL1 OFF ACO 11420681 M b 10 CP-33.
C
cTc262V COL VALn= s1C 4 Bux la in 51OIFW 6a _ 1 _ 3 8 CP-37 1465 5000
CM34¢r IDH s17.0 Sa47G. ^T 03 2111' --' ll05O33. 10 3 8 10 L4 518 5000
sm5G= TL'! a 1'137ER UI1TT r=N2 -20 +155 1105031 1 .1 .1 -1 m EP-2 1'-65 7501
m563D mi 2 ELAVE DIRT & T mp -20 -,155 2105092 1 .1 -1 .1 En EP-'_ 1465 7501
=62 - S-E'D'T
-	























	 COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULETELEMEfRY SUMMARY -Concluded













y Approx. Loading sample, rates S/Sp TW% labs at' Star[
Ch ard MSK
Thrift
Number Title unit . range number number Plots formal,
tab
setup no.
Law I High 1 5 7 6 a o a3 ST0 SP
=0010 PAIE F- Im 1-2 . LL1	 c AI Ina Y" -1al X113 11^2A4 5 .2 .. 1 10 3. a? CF-3ii . 146Y wl 0 -
GTOfi"CK FFOlfia CO Q. i PATZ CM=EL 1 .1 100 113h.J5) 1 .1 .1 .L 1]3 CF-zb
M 3	 I C-	 t TZ .1 to U)IC . J 1 .1 .1 .1 1 F-36
T'tt3 M6 T. ^.° cc; C=	 ? CnAlOaL _ EV. 1 10 L U7- 1 .-t .1 .1 L .. CF?S
.	 1 S7032„j MQ9i7. COI	 43 CIA;aEL L 17L :1 W 1101	 4 1 .1 .1 '.1 1 ' 36
=530K AL1N. WMa Fl.... CFr,M 1 AFL .1 30 LID2010 _ .1 _ _ 1 Ce'-3u '
ST033`-L nL % CUr , PI E CIW=L 2 1.82 .1 10 )102017 1 .1 .1 .1 ra CP-3"
.r
5T083SK AL61A COT.T FP.r. al l-n.-.., 3 MZ .1 Lo 11'13025 1 .1 .1 .1 17- CF-36
520335%' F.QC0l:-6Lk23 INTE Y M= PIGS . - 1U4Z 1 100' 1102)26 1 .1 .1 .1...
I.
ve CF-3f -
ST05402 n !NC F
	
=1Z lEl'iC703 a - r)r. *e03 1021002 1 .2 .1 .1 17A CF-31 37i- -
A


































'low 16 STD 5P
SL1030V Fxz cA_A 9/H cc ,=T  V=- 1-a	 , 10 20 i10ID30 10 KL-A XFi 1341 7401
SPHC
SLI031X MN MA10^1 AM Sc='OLI' 7WU O-i: 1105071 l0 1 ]s-- 1341 7433
SL O]aT PAN Mh M—A I`=t%G L-li F 30 LO 1o100T_ 0.1 ]1-A XP-i 1341 7400
SL303311 1 PA:: CXZRB :— =:G 302 xE 4:CU. 0 47 1102030 10 XL-A XT-1 1341 7411
SLI334H PM CA`!= SHU= WSMON 1ISH 0 SL 1103030 10 :fl-A rica .1341 7400
SL3:13W 20 Mn-	 Utz -o.QUEE CP. r JUT 0 10 1104030 30 XI-A K-I 1341 7LOG
SUG36X P81 ml3	 CA mo SHUT1c`i ? LOSE 0= 11 050716 L -1 1341 7400
S=37V PAIL CA?MA ^S ZTH VOLT:.. 1=.a0/ 0 20 ""5030 9 ]1-A XP-1 1341 - 7400
'SPEC. ".
SUO38H. Pk" 0f2LTA EXHISL- COi44VO FT 0 2000 U05030 10 Ki-O XP-2 Z41 7400
SL1039T PAtt CA'-"' + 1EG5 EA4EEL T2NP 75 105 1005030 0,1 n-s XP-2 1341 7400
SL1040T pxq or,, r-	 ra izms 1°-t@ OF 75 105 1010030 0.1 x10 x?-2 r41 7400
SLI0412 PV M b'	 AVT MS —. L?- 41 75 105 1019030 0.1 x1-3 Xi-2 1341 74C0
sw42T _edn Ckl—	 SSCII TP_= oF...: 30 UO 103913D . 0.1 X1-3 . XP-2 1341 74d
sL10445 PAP ckt	si= HIDTH 0 0.3 1107053 m X1-H 1C--2 ' 1341 7400'
SL3045x PAti Cfe^ GO/Im-GO m m/G 1105071 . 10 1 ]:P-11
SM091V UM ALTY— RM - 5 VDLM = m 1PE- 1101053 2 `-A YS-6 1341 7403
SENT
suo92V. rem AL'a2^'_°'Rii MJLT votm	 ' mw 0 1104053 10 x5-A XP-G 1341 7403
SU053V: L9SEE AW —.	 VOLT OL75 0 31 1105053 10 x5-A X2-6 1341 7403
smo94T =a ALTIIL^EE CAv= T T
-13 167 . 1102053 1. 5
-A. ._-6 1341. 7403
SLL1o0K UVS smT oliT - - 16 HIT 53 Rp9 1102071 1. 17-A
SL1IDS qVa EowrIG Tex^ pP -40 180 1o3o072 1 X2-A XP-3 1330 701
SL	 27 UVS mM.R Tu=_AWlm- oF -40 180 201C	 - 1 x2-A XP-3 1330 7001
SL1103V m MIW v0L^. Ar. 0 40 3020071 1 xa-A - XP-3 133o Tool
SLllo4c 0V3 Metz, CLL aura 0 1 1070071 L Y2 A 1-x-3 1349- loot
SL1105V m PHOIO..mvm 101E ET WLT = 0 4K 1090071 1 x2-A x -3 1330. 7001
swao6v mrs a-ota=o voix' 0.: l0 106w0 i x2-A NP 3 1330 7001












analog Strip Primary-	 -













Low High_ 16 STD SP
_._	 --._	 __
SLI126X 5 SCAM HAS DAM CPNuRL 1















sDtta8Y. M scoil RAD BATA c2An= 3 N 0 400 9201005 20 X&A ..1349
SL1129T IS SCAU PAD SWf PR MIRROR 1£T eF 0 25 1030071 1 h -A X?-4 133o 7100
SL1131T M Song RAD CALIB PATCH TC nF 10 110 1060071 1 : X3-A XP-4 1330 7100
sm32T IS Solar RAM, SEMI ^u-G' F 0 Ito 1030072 . 1 X3-A XP-4 1330 7100
sm34Y La sCAR FAD SIPS voDtanz isou VIC' 150. 250 1167030 1 1	 A. XP-4 1330 ' 00
SL1135Y IS SCAN HAS CIDCUIS- VOLT SM vDC .0 5 1070072 :L X3-A. XP-4 t130 71W
SM1607 1ENP Immm DiSM £Ao1T sL4T °C 5 45 1069]30 0.1 X6-A XP-7 1341 7401
Sia161T a	 tic SGS PARPXL °C 5 45 W50030 . 0.1 X6 -A XP-7 1351 7401
SL1162 - 0' SEEL1i --is —IONM .,L-F- r °C 5 45 02po3o 0.1 X A n-7 1341 7401
SLll63T T - S.+
—
L- [AR MRS SARICL ec 5 45 1030030 0.1 IC&A %?7 1341 74o1
SL1164T VC u-d sUPPL7 Cass= OC 5 45 1049030 0.1 AIX6 -R-7 1341 74D1
SLU65X ]In 	 IATIOtt 0.i/011 CM OLI Oil 1039030 1 X6-A XF-8 1341 7401
SU166R F-'3;C s.gu=z— DISC ST_D DE1 at 3280 1059030. 1 IX6- n-8 1341 7401
SMI&Ux NAP :CAPa ut SEPLJY/-R 	 cum CUT DEPLO 1060030 1 XS-D X?-8 1341 7401
SL1172X PAP C0.4v7A  W/tat-W No-O W . 1105075 1 XF-L1
SL1173X P=TRSC FIV1 MDT nl/- MT 011	 i MSE Xa _ XP-6
SLt176q ZESTRIC FILM IN TAIKE-U37 CASST=— FT 1500 0 040030 .1 %6-P XP-13 1341 7401
SLUTM. MO CSo FATE/F^'SUITS CTR =t a CLSII C2( 820100,3.. :7-A XP-11
FXP XD-1
SL1180X. IRIG SIFT/Dal"ISa-	 R FIM FA70N MUVW 1050M 1 K 11
SLLLaIV V/E IIa1:^E LE9 L ty^Np
GEC
,ll 16 IMW30 X6-A ^d 1341 . ..7401..-
SL126SK IS PP ANT 1, EXuM 1,017F/ TF2 . IW6053A 1 Y 11
ST? T
SL127o.% IS U AMT 1, tL^Aii	 i7 e/ s'T^a/ 1106053C 1 XP-11
s- rT
SLLS7IX IS - >C AL- 2 1 IDCHUM FF/,
TP iI4',`,^.T
:7 ll060A3 1 %P-11
SU12
-M IS E Air2, RST ACT FF( 5iRT 1]06053G 1 XP-IL
SL1273C IS U = 1, M1TUR CUDDEMiT ARF 0 4 U09053 %4- Y-5






























. _.	 _ . —
Unit
rA pP on.
Lnw High STD SP





I	 	 VOL: In30.tI:: In3a 3 s
.201011 1 p—: 13'J 71j'




TABLE B-VI.- CRT ERROR CODES
Out of normal limits (4 hr)
$ Out of normal limits (TWX)
Q Out of normal limits (Display)
P Parity error
S Low bit rate - data not available
H Off scale high'
L Off scale low
D Not in format



















1.	 CSM and LM summary messages:
-:a.
	 Formats. 3, 4,. - 5, 6, 20 through Filed in folders . 315B' 1
24, 60 through 66, 70, and 71
b..	 Formats 3, 5, 70, and .71 Delivered to table 3D 3o6c 1
2.	 SLV summary messages Discarded
3.	 Other:
a. -
 Command history Delivered to table 6B, .3o6C 1
- Delivered to table7D, 3o6C 1
Filed. in folder 3i5B 1
b.- DSE dump Delivered to in-basket 333 1
Filed in Gibbons' folder 315B 1
- Filed in Johnson's folder 315B 1
c..	 Mission recanfiguration re- .Delivered to in-basket	 '.333 1.
--	 quests(MRH's) . Delivered to table: 6B 3o6C 1
Filed in folder 315B 1
d..	 Data recorded- messages Delivered to table 6B 3o6C 1.
Filed in Johnson's folder 315B 1
- Filed in Gibbons' folder 315B 1
e.	 Site configuration messages Delivered to table 6A 3o6C 1
(SCM's) Delivered to table 6B 3o6C 1
Filed in folder 315B 1
f.	 Instrumentation summary in- Delivered to table 6A 3o6C. 1 -
structions (ISI's) or tele- Filed in folder 3153 1
metry summary instructions Filed in Gibbons' folder 315B 1
(TSI's)
g.	 AGO calibrations. Delivered to table TA 3060: i
Delivered to table 6B 3o6C 1










TIME	 --(T--MINUS/GET) REQUESTORGANIZATION IRESPONSEORGANIZATION CONTROL -NUMBER









































































































ACl WN Rf CC, RV ITIMI k1 OUl
SuR n C1: APPROVAL
RCSPONSE CONCUFC













Fiyure B-[. - Sample action request form for use in SPAN room.
((:(r,	 1 O iUl)
(fl CA" f 1^' 1 1,1 Ac ,































CON !:n II L I'
TIML
Nr's poNO Fri ..........^.^.^.,^...^........__........^
ME MANAGER
T11.1C






























TIME(T— MINUS /GET) REQUESTORGANIZATION IRESPUNSEORGANIZATION CONTROLNUMOER


































Tuau• TV,	 acs.U. 1A. I : u. rcn _ N^. 1 u
ALCM O.C.6 TrX	 ,:nom_ RurruCMINfIIYlllllxl IGSC Gal,i XVI
EY	 YIIUIIILx !WYJIVI




Tum , l	 I -- —
Manaver
ILhu
Sr NaP Nu. bEiyGtwucs
^^LM Pruvl LY.u- Lh1Maaa ,u1 I Runny













I	 Fuel Cults.	 R.rd.ir!Data FYi I I	 CrYu 50nlls,	 Lhurunics
Saluly No. d






	 Crew 9yslc,nx CCS
:mtl Tiwnual	 1
Nu. 4
Nole:	 Fli9id crew siypmrt L5MCCSluoni located In roun.
333A
Nu. 3
Tro,uctury mmlysYS C5Mamnneer locate) of Paver aPmnnlsmn
roan 3330 , PioO
Lena, orbit c.wlnrenis
leua Icutle Sand Malysrs
.toyer luc.!ud m moM
331 Nu. 2













'	 LJ^ I II
	  I T° I I








Sim BaySim Bay R and QA
Ilight Cre Flight Crew Trajectory 	 Instru
xperiments Experiments	 and	 Sy


















350A { 350B I 354A I 3548 I 356A I 3566
FOLDOUT ""E I
Trajectory	 Instrumentation	 Guidance and	 Fuel cells	 PLSS	 PLSS
333B	 Systems	 Navigation	 and Cryo	 319A31




Guidance and	 Propulsion	 EnvironmentalExperiments	 Typing33	 331	

























PLSSand Cryo	 319A	 3198	 317A
326A
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